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CodeX and the Future
of Legal Tech
By Riyanka Roy Choudhury, Lawyer and CodeX Fellow Stanford Law School | special thanks to Roland Vogl, Executive Director at CodeX, The Stanford Center for Legal Informatics for his collaboration
CodeX – the Stanford Center for Legal Informatics is led by its Executive Director Dr.
Roland Vogl, a dynamic tech lawyer, entrepreneur, guide and a game changer in the
field of automation of legal technology.
Through his work Dr. Vogl has inspired many
students, lawyers and technologists to pursue
their passion and become legal entrepreneurs.
CodeX was founded in 2006 when Stanford
Computer Science Professor Michael Genesereth, Dr. Vogl and a group of like-minded
researchers met for a workshop to brainstorm
about ways to best advance research in legal
technology. During that session the idea for
the creation of a center dedicated to the research of technology aimed at improving the
efficiency of the legal system was born. Prof.

Genesereth had previously dabbled in the legal AI field. He saw new opportunities in the
application of advanced information technology in legal settings because of the Internet,
the increased availability of legally relevant
data, and new techniques to express legal concepts and rules in computable form. The
group decided on “CodeX” as a name for the
center that would best encapsulate the focus
of the center on the intersection of legal and
computer code.
CodeX aspires to promote research into information technologies that improve our legal
system. It focuses on the field computational
law. Computational law is the branch of legal
informatics concerned with the automation
and mechanization of legal analysis. To that
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end, it leverages rule-based (i.e., deductive) as
well as statistical (i.e., inductive) AI-techniques (e.g., machine learning and Natural
Language Processing). CodeX has also become
a catalyst for stimulating entrepreneurial energy around legal innovation. It is a lively innovation hub where forward-looking scholars,
students, lawyers, engineers, entrepreneurs,
product designers, and policy makers work together to design technologies for a better legal
system.
Legal tech projects generally fall within one of
three broad categories. First, legal document
management, which involves creating, storing,
and retrieving legal documents of all types—
statutes, case law, patents, and regulations.
Second, legal Infrastructure, which refers to
systems that allow stakeholders in the legal
system to connect and collaborate more efficiently, streamlining the interactions of individuals, organizations, legal professionals, and
government as they acquire and deliver legal
services. Finally, the above already mentioned
area of computational law, which really is at
the focus of CodeX’s research. We believe that
legal technology based on computational law
has the potential to dramatically impact the
legal profession, improving the quality and efficiency of legal services, and changing the way
the legal system operates.
CodeX affiliates have authored seminal research papers on numerous important topics
on the forefront of legal technology. In addition to its research publications, CodeX also
created Corpus Legis, an online library of governmental regulations encoded in computable
form. CodeX also carries our several research
projects. For example, the Stanford Com-
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putable Contracts Initiative is focused on developing technology that can help move the
world from natural language-based contracts
toward a world of computable contacts. Another project is the Stanford Veterans Benefits
Project. Here, the research was focused on
creating a system for the Department of Veteran's Affairs that determines veterans’ eligibility for disability and death benefits and other
assistance for veterans and their survivors. For
this project, CodeX researchers created a
computational representation of these Veteran
benefits regulations and developing software
tools capable of applying these rules to actual
benefits claims.
Many of CodeX’s research projects ultimately
found their way into the marketplace. For example, Lex Machina started as research
project of Stanford Law School faculty member Prof. Mark Lemley. It was later spun off
from Stanford as a company that became
known as a trailblazer in the big data law
space. In 2015, it was acquired by Lexis Nexis.
SIPX was a CodeX research project, which was
spun off from the university and which was
later acquired by Proquest. The SIPX system
allows users to track and manage their copyright licenses. CodeX most recent spin-off is
Symbium. Symbium uses the “worksheets”
platform developed Stanford’s AI Lab and
CodeX. The company’s overall goal is to bring
actionable regulations directly to point of human experience. The Symbium system makes
is possible for users who are domain experts
with no programming skills to develop computational law applications that encapsulate
complex regulations in a very quick manner.
The system supports dynamic, multi-channeled interactions and workflows and enables

a completely customizable UI. For example, in
collaboration with San Francisco, Symbium
has developed a constituent-facing solution
that streamlines how small business owners
open businesses in San Francisco — from understanding permitting issues to calculating
fees. Several other leading legal tech companies were started by CodeX affiliates, such as
the legal analytics and research companies
Ravel (acquired by Lexis Nexis in 2017) and
Casetext, and the legal collaboration platform
https://www.legal.io.
CodeX tracks early stage legal tech companies
through its CodeX Tech index [1], a database
that currently counts almost 1,100 early stage
companies from around the world. The center
directors and affiliates also teach a class in legal informatics, and pop-up classes such as the
Exponential Innovation, AI, and Law Boot-

camp and Startup Bootcamp for lawyers.
Startup Bootcamp gives lawyers a crash course
on the skills needed to build a startup in order
to transition from a lawyer to entrepreneur.
The annual CodeX FutureLaw conference has
become the go-to event for anyone interested
in the technology-driven transformation of our
legal system. Since its inaugural convening in
2013, FutureLaw has brought together the
leading academics, entrepreneurs, lawyers,
investors, policy makers, and shaping the discourse on legal innovation. During the last FutureLaw conference in April 2018, the panelists discussed a broad range of topics from
fairness, accountability and transparency in
algorithms to blockchain governance issues.
ABA President Hilarie Bass opened the conference with an inspiring keynote titled Partners in Law: Breaking Down Silos Between
Law, Technology and Innovation. Stanford

William H. Neukom Building, Stanford Law School Photography: Aislinn Weidele
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Law Professor Deborah Rhode closed the conference with thought-provoking keynote titled
Access to Justice and Legal Services for Routine Needs. The conference videos can be
viewed in the CodeX Youtube playlist here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LA7ovLPiqBw
CodeX has become an intellectual home for
the legal innovation community. People can
join the community to present new ideas, get
feedback, and connect with others who can
help them make progress with their ideas. The
Center conducts workshops, hosts panelists
and conducts weekly sessions where legal tech
entrepreneurs or academics share their ideas.
CodeX also recently launched its Blockchain
Group, which recently launched a journal on
blockchain law and policy. CodeX also has a
very active blog covering the legal innovation
space.
At CodeX, we are convinced that the legal system will be better, more efficient and fairer
because of the tools provided by technology.
We’re excited about a future with a truly techenabled legal system.

Notes
1. CodeX Tech Index, https://techindex.law.stanford.edu/

About the Author
Riyanka Roy Choudhury is a lawyer and currently a CodeX fellow at Stanford Law School.
She specialized in Law & Technology and
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Business Laws at UC Berkeley. Given her exceptional contribution in pro bono work,
Riyanka received a gold cord and a special notation from her Dean at the Commencement
program during her graduation at Berkeley
law. At Boalt Hall, she was an Associate Editor
of Berkeley Technology Law Journal and her
research covered artificial intelligence related
policy issues where she analysed the application of blockchain in copyright licensing. As a
practicum associate at Berkeley Law New
Business Counseling Practicum, she counseled
and drafted legal agreements for several startups who cannot afford legal services. She also
conducted training workshops and provided
IP strategies to her Silicon Valley clients. At
CodeX, she analysed feasibility of worksheets,
developed at Stanford, to make accessory
dwelling units’ regulations more comprehensible and navigable. She is developing a predictive analytics tool as part of Coding for
lawyers as part of a course at Stanford Law
School. She is also working on privacy of legal
assistants at Center of Internet and Society
along with developing IP chat bots. She is an
advisor at Simple Rights, US and advises legal
tech startups globally.
Riyanka worked as a Legislative Researcher at
the office of Mr. Gajendra Singh Shekhawat,
Union Minister of State, Ministry of Agriculture and Farmers Welfare in India. As part of
core team and in her policy framework experience in ‘Mission Antyodaya’ project, team of
interns under her leadership found solutions
to India’s socio-economic problems by inter
linking various schemes and policies with one
another. The book has been compiled and presented to the Prime Minister of India in 2018.
Riyanka holds an integrated dual degree in
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Bachelors in Business Administration (Management Honors.) and Legum Baccalaureus
(JD) from National Law University Odisha,
Cuttack, India.
Executive Director of the Stanford Program in Law, Science & Technology.
Dr. Roland Vogl is a lawyer, scholar and media
entrepreneur who, after nearly fifteen years of
professional and academic experience, has developed a strong expertise in intellectual property and media law, innovation, and legal informatics. Currently, he is Executive Director
of the Stanford Program in Law, Science &
Technology (LST) and a Lecturer in Law at
Stanford Law School. He focuses his efforts on
legal informatics work carried out at CodeX,
which he co-founded and leads as Executive
Director. Also, he researches international
technology law through the Transatlantic
Technology Law Forum (TTLF), a think-tank
dedicated to transatlantic tech law and policy
issues. Dr. Vogl initiated and spearheaded the
development of the Stanford Intellectual
Property Exchange, a Stanford research initiative focused on solving content licensing inefficiencies in higher education. The initiative
was spun off from Stanford in Fall of 2012 as a
privately held company, SIPX Inc., which was
acquired by ProQuest LLC in 2015. Dr. Vogl is
a co-founder of SIPX Inc. and served on its
Board of Directors.
Dr. Vogl is also a Visiting Professor at the University of Vienna, Austria where he teaches
United States intellectual property law; and a
Senior Fellow (by courtesy) at the Berkeley Informatics Lab. In addition, Dr. Vogl serves as a
member of the Editorial Advisory Board of
Law Technology News, a publication of ALM
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(American Lawyer Media) and of the Legaltech West Coast Advisory Board. He is also a
member of the Strategic Advisory Boards of
AdviseHub, Inc, IPNexus, Inc., LegalForce,
Inc., and LiTIQ, Inc.
Previously, he co-founded and served as CFOO
of Vator.tv, a next-generation business social
media company, leveraging community-generated content to create data services and
news. His experience also includes working as
the first teaching fellow of Stanford Law
School’s international LLM degree program in
Law, Science and Technology, as an IP associate at Fenwick & West LLP, as a press associate at the European Parliament and as a
law clerk at the European Commission’s Directorate General for Audiovisual Media, Information and Communication.
Vogl holds both a Dr.iur. (JSD) and a Mag.iur.
(JD) from Leopold-Franzens University of
Innsbruck, Austria as well as a JSM from
Stanford Law School.

Roland Vogl
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Leadership

Strategic Challenges That
New Firm Leaders Face
By Patrick J. McKenna
The recent announcement from Baker McKenzie that their global chairman would be taking
a medical leave due to severe exhaustion took many by surprise. But Paul Rawlinson is far
from alone, among firm leaders that I have worked with over the years, in having to contend
with a position that has grown ever more demanding with challenges that are usually not fully recognized when first taking on the role. Most lawyers have NO idea what the huge scope
of this job entails (ever seen a job description?), how much exhausting travel can be involved, how much time it really requires, how lonely it can be at the top, and how ill prepared many new firm leaders are when they assume office!
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There are a number of common questions that
I find are asked about leadership transitions
and the challenges that new firm leaders often
face and so I have identified those with my observations and experience with respect to
each:
1 - What are the most common mistakes
new firm leaders make when they take
over?
We need first to acknowledge some possibly
fundamental differences between the overall
situations that pertain to a successful firm,
versus what might be seen as a strategically
complacent firm or a firm that confronts severe and immediate competitive challenges.
Each situation may require putting the new
leadership accent on a different syllable andwith an entirely different sense of urgency.
One of the more common mistakes is arriving
on the scene believing that you already know
what the issues are and that you already have
the answers. If you take that approach, I can
pretty much guarantee that you will not only
discourage your partners and team of support
professionals from sharing important information, but that your people will interpret the information you do get in ways that support
your pre-existing views.
Secondly, you have to be careful how your relationships are perceived. If you are coming to
the top leadership position after stints as a
practice or industry group head, or if you reside in some particular or foreign office, you
will likely be perceived as maintaining obvious
loyalties to established friends. Once you are
identified as being on one side of an issue, it

becomes even more difficult to solicit disinterested perspectives.
Finally, one of the tough challenges is to acknowledge what you do not know. Identify
those around you who are the experts in various important areas and do not be afraid to
lean on them. News Flash: No one really expects an incoming leader to know everything.
2 - What are the biggest challenges all
new firm leaders face and what are
some of the ways to overcome them?
There are so many challenges. Most professionals really do dramatically underestimate
the scope and responsibility of managing and
leading an entire firm. One thing we should
insist on is that the firm leader has a detailed
job description. That description must get
widely circulated throughout the firm so that
everybody gets a true sense of what the job entails. Some time back when I compiled a
rather thorough “activity analysis,” I identified
no less that 50 bullet points relating to the responsibilities of any firm leader.
Few firm leaders understand that they will
probably go through a transition defined by
identifiable and typical emotional stages. The
first stage is ‘anticipation’, or what one leader I
worked with called the “peak of inflated expectations.” You have just learned about your
new appointment or selection and you are excited, justifiably proud that you have been
chosen, and you are busy making physical and
mental to-do lists.
The traps that some firm leaders can fall into
at this stage derive from not fully
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understanding the full scope of the responsibilities that they have just agreed to be responsible for. They fail to properly prepare, underestimate their own need to change, and may
not begin the transition soon enough.

Everyone wants a cheerleader – someone to
believe in them, to help them have a can-do
attitude. What can you do to let every partner
know that you believe they can become even
more of a success?

The most important stage, however, is the second one which I call ‘adjustment’, and which
the firm leader I mentioned earlier, referred to
as the “trough of disillusionment.” You have
begun to serve as firm leader but the realities
of the daily tasks do not align with your preconceptions of how things are supposed to operate. It begins to occur to you that this role is
going to require developing some new capabilities.

And always remember that as the leader, you
are under a microscope. Your decisions, how
you make them, the people you consult with,
are all viewed very carefully. Likewise, everything you say and the signals you send will
also be subject to scrutiny and conjecture. You
will be inundated with phone calls and emails; with questions, requests, and advice.

As a new leader, you may be surprised to feel
confused and indecisive just at the time you
want to appear clear and strong-minded. You
may feel overwhelmed and anxious just when
you would much rather be seen as composed
and dynamic. There are, as a result, a number
of what we could call ‘leadership tensions’ –
the more or less ongoing dynamics of the job
that incumbents wrestle with, to handle the
job of being a leader.

You may need time to transform some relationships. Good leaders customize relationships with each individual on their radar
screens.
3 - What makes transitions go wrong
and how can mishaps be avoided?
A recent example of a new firm leader’s false
start comes to mind when, on day one, he
charged off determined to implement his personal vision of where the firm should be going.

As you pass through this second stage, remember that your people are not interested in
your title. They want to know if you care
about them as individuals, if you care about
helping them solve their problems and enhancing their career success.

Typically, any new firm leader is someone with
a great reputation within the firm. It is anticipated that he/she will create momentum
quickly and deliver the desired results. Expectations are high and the new leader does not
want to disappoint, and will therefore mistakenly enter the fray with a given strategy in
mind.

Consider building and maintaining relationships as a critical part of your leadership role.
Remember that leading is always done with
others, not to them.

New leaders believe that their successful track
records, combined with their mandate, guarantee the support of the partnership.
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They focus attention on the technical aspects
of implementing their strategy, wrongly assuming that a critical mass of support is in
place. The higher the expectations, the more
they believe that everyone is behind them, and
the more likely they are to assume that they
are on the right track.
As a result, they act first and ask questions later. In the situation mentioned above, the rush
to deliver results caused the new leader to neglect taking sufficient time to learn important
information, and to gauge more carefully what
I might call his partners’ “appetite for change.”
As a new leader, it is understandable that you
will feel that you already have the information
you need about how people think and feel. After all, you have been a partner in the firm for
many years and may have even served on the
executive committee or board or as an office
head prior to accepting this mandate. But how
much do you really know?
It is all too easy to step on people’s toes and, as
a result, abort even the most promising firm
leader’s agenda. New leaders must use the
time before their actual transition to gain significant information that will refine and perhaps redefine their strategic agenda going
forward. In most situations, the new leader’s
initial concern should not be to hit the ground
running, but to hit the ground listening.
The lesson? As early as possible as a leader,
you must get input from your people on what
they see as the preferable direction. Conduct
one-to-one interview sessions with your partners (and other professionals in the firm), asking each one the same questions to get their

insights, solicit their advice, and see what
themes emerge.
Clarify what they want to see you ‘shake up’
and what they want to see you ‘preserve’. It is
wise to have people see that you are genuinely
engaged and willing to listen before you say
the first word about where you think the firm
needs to go.
4 - What is the outgoing firm leader’s
responsibility during a transition? How
can they ensure a smooth transition?
Outgoing firm leaders have at least five critical
responsibilities.
First, one common delusion every departing
leader may hold is that they are indispensable
or at least that the firm will stumble without
them. Every one of us who has ever held a
leadership position may maintain some secret
fantasy of one day announcing our plans to
resign, and then leaving office amidst sorrowful tears, a standing ovation from partners and
staff, and general consternation about the future, now that we are leaving.
Chances are, the firm will survive and even
thrive without you. You should therefore
compose a 30-second ‘elevator speech’ to tell
people, in a positive way, why you are stepping
down and to convey your excitement about
your future and that of the firm.
Secondly, the leadership transition period is a
good time finally to deal with annoying operational problems or troublesome personalities,
so that the new leader can come in fresh and
immediately begin to address some of the
more important, strategic issues.
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Conferring with your successor and, with their
agreement, confronting these often sensitive
and sometimes messy situations now, is one of
the best gifts you can give your replacement –
a clean slate from which to work.
Thirdly, think about what information you
would want if you yourself were now about to
embark on this new leadership position. As
the incumbent, you typically know more about
the firm and its operating nuances than anyone else. Much of that information, or at least
how to find it, is stored in your head. Think
about how you might codify and share everything you wish you had known when you first
took office.
Fourthly, to help ensure the success of the new
leader, you should under no circumstances
speak with anyone at the firm about his/her
performance. Being perceived as negative or
unsupportive only reflects poorly on you. You
must also not allow anyone to say, ‘Well that’s
NOT how we handled things when you were
the boss!’ That is disloyalty, and you must
take issue with it. It may be gracious of partners to acknowledge your good work, but your
focus should be on supporting and cultivating
the strengths of the new leader.
Finally, the best advice I can frankly give any
leader leaving office is to simply let go.
Never mind all those lovely things they said
about you at the resignation dinner. You are
now a beloved part of history. The firm must
learn to live without you, so the sooner you get
out of the way, the sooner they can get down
to business.
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5 - What is the biggest surprise that new
firm leaders face that they may not have
thought about beforehand?
The biggest issue I hear about from new leaders is always the amount of time it takes to do
the job right. Many of them are not quite fulltime firm leaders, so they struggle with trying
to maintain some balance between the time
needed to manage the firm and the time required to maintain some modest personal
practice.
Here is a tip: create a stop doing list. Take a
look at your desk. If you are like most hardcharging leaders, you have got a well-articulated to-do list. We have all been told that
leaders make things happen – and that is true.
But it is also true that great leaders distinguish
themselves by their unyielding discipline to
stop doing anything and everything that does
not fit.
Beyond this overriding time issue, there are
subtler, more subjective perceptions and issues that catch new firm leaders by surprise.
The best way to describe them is with a few
direct quotes from men and women who have
experienced the transition firsthand …
“I realised that fundamentally my relations
with my partners would never be the same.
Everyone has an agenda when they talk to
you. As managing partner, you can never
again just be one of the guys.”
“The sheer number of requests for meetings
and for discussing issues, both petty and major…is absolutely staggering.”

“You realise that, if people ever begin to say,
‘This firm is no good’, it’s not the firm, it’s you.
It suddenly becomes unbelievably personal.”
“You don’t know all of the answers when you
assume this position and some of the answers
you thought you knew, you soon discover
aren’t really that workable in the real world.
What worked for you or your predecessor in
the past may not work tomorrow.”
“A surprise for me was that what you say is
not always what the partners hear and that
constant reinforcement of the message by
word and deed is critical.”
“Notwithstanding all of the qualities I believe
I have, I’m often feeling like a fish out of water. And yet how do I tell anyone what I’m
going through? I need them to go on believing in me and trusting that I know what I’m
doing.”
6 - What are the best action plans for
new firm leaders from the moment they
are named to the moment they take
over? For the first 30 days on the job?
For the first 100 days on the job?
Again, from the day you are first appointed
through the first 100 days, the best practice is
to listen and learn. Travel throughout your
firm. Look for patterns in everything you see
and hear. Spend as much time as possible
asking questions, talking to people, and getting feedback and thoughts on what is right
and wrong with the firm's operations. Do not
be afraid to listen to people who disagree with
you. Listen, actively, to those who challenge
your assumptions.
Based on what you have been hearing, settle

on a few major priorities. You cannot fix
everything at once or do everything you want
to do, so you need to make some strategic
choices. Here is where you begin to align your
firm around a shared direction for the future.
Make time during the initial 30 days to meet
with clients. Balance the big picture vision
with frontline views. There is no reconnaissance more important than client relationships. Do not be afraid to look for ideas in unusual places. Cast a wide net for insights.
Sometimes, for example, the breakthrough
idea lies in the successful experiences of other
professions.
Within the first 100 days, you need to target a
few early wins. Momentum counts and
nothing succeeds like success. Pick a problem
your firm has not been able to address and
figure out a way to fix it quickly. That is how
you enhance your reputation and ensure
perceptions of a successful transition.
Contrary to what some business literature
suggests, real leaders do not worry about
legacies. They care instead about the longterm competitive vitality of their firms. If you
are focused on fashioning a legacy, you will be
remembered as ... the man/woman who was
focused on fashioning a legacy!
7 - What are the specific challenges and
concerns facing any new firm leader
who is taking over from a founding
partner?
The challenges and concerns are the same
whether it is a founder or whether it is a longstanding incumbent who is revered throughout the firm. In either event, at issue here is
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whether the new managing was hand-picked
by his/her predecessor; that is whether he/she
is an heir apparent in a virtually ordained succession process. By contrast, the dynamics are
very different if the new leader emerges as a
result of careful internal deliberations and/or
an election. In that case, patriarchy has given
way to democracy.
When you are handed the keys to the kingdom
by a successful incumbent who has groomed
you for the job, there is a temptation to play
your predecessor’s ‘mini-me’. In some ways,
you will feel indebted to this firm leader who
gave you the opportunity, and you will feel
obliged to try to carry on in the same style.
But that defeats he purpose of the succession.
When people see a new leader who looks exactly like the old one, they may be lulled into
thinking the old firm leader has simply been
cloned, which, in turn, encourages a mindset
that is less than receptive to innovation and
independent initiatives.
Hand-picked leaders can also be reluctant to
take the organization in a new direction because, after all, the existing approach worked.
That too can be a mistake as it reinforces the
old model which, even if effective in the past,
sends the message that there is really only one
way to get things done.
A leader hand-picked by a founder needs to be
particularly aware of pent-up concerns that no
one has previously been brave enough to express. A high-profile predecessor may have
been so dominant that people in the organization have been chafing for more participation
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and involvement in the decision-making
process.
Whether hand-picked or elected, you must
honor the success and ideals of the person you
are replacing. But it is important to communicate that you are still setting your own
course, and to make it clear that you are up to
the challenge. If the founder was revered, and
if he/she personifies all the growth and success that the firm has enjoyed, the natural
concern is that that energy should not dissipate. So rely on simple reassurances to the
effect of, ‘While I have big shoes to fill, I am
determined to fill them.’
Always remember that there a team that will
have played a big role in the success of the departing leader. One of the biggest problems in
any firm led by a high-profile managing partner is that too much credit for success is accorded the charismatic individual, and the
broader resources of the firm that facilitated
the success may go overlooked.
8 - Are there any lessons that can be
learned by comparing the new firm
leader’s experience in their first months
to that experienced by other executives,
either in business or government?
I often tease new firm leaders by asking them
what they could possibly have been thinking
when they took on such responsibility. For all
the burdens they are willing to shoulder, their
willingness to do so is often disparaged. Many
partners see management as pure overhead, as
drudgery that does not really reflect the legal
professionalism that defines a lawyer, and
does not generate revenue in the way that actually practicing law does.

Then we have partners at law firms who all too
often bristle at any suggestion that they can or
ought to be led. After all, we are all told that
every real leader is someone who has followers. Right? So quick show of hands, how
many of you aspire to be a follower? The truth
is in the legal profession that we all see ourselves as being leaders . . . in some way.
Meanwhile, firm leaders feel they are making
sacrifices for the betterment of the firm and
should be appropriately appreciated; while the
partners think of you as serving at their pleasure. – they are allowing you to hold the leadership title, so you should be beholden to
them!
Such dynamics should convince us that the
playbook for new leaders of professional services firms is fundamentally different from the
guidance that new corporate CEOs may get.
There is a huge difference between operating
in an environment where you say jump and
people actually jump, then what happens in

our world. In our world, if you dare say jump,
your partner will jump all right – right into the
arms of some waiting competitor.
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Identity for All | A Crisis
in Demand of Input from
the Legal Industry
By Aileen Schultz, Founder, Fractal Scale Inc.
Co Founder & Global Organizer, Global Legal
Hackathon,"Blockchain Aficionado"

When we think about an ‘’Identity Crisis’’ most
of us would probably have a humorous flashback
to our teenage years trying to figure out just exactly who we were or wanted to become. Well,
with what I hope to be an appropriate level of
doom and gloom, there is actually a much more
important identity crisis that is of horrible proportions. In 2017, the World Bank reported a
whopping 1.1 billion people worldwide that lack
any form of official ID. Identification is crucial
to just about any given aspect of living one's life:
obtaining healthcare, banking and economic
participation, education, and a whole host of
other elements important for basic life quality.
That was 2017. Now, consider the implications
of the exponential growth rate of human populations, and imagine what that 1.1 billion will grow
to in 2019, 2020, and 2021. It’s truly paralyzing,
isn’t it?
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This lack of identification that many populations of people experience globally, is a direct
gateway to the likelihood of becoming a data
point in the epidemic levels of poverty, human
trafficking, and inaccessibility to health and
education. It’s also worth drawing attention to
the vast numbers of people that are considered
‘’displaced persons’’. These are individuals
that are either refugees, seeking asylum, or
displaced from their homes within their own
countries. These people too fall prey to issues
related to either not having an authorized ID,
or otherwise being unable to access their identification and related credentials. The UN reported in 2017 ‘’a record 65.6 million people
displaced worldwide’’. Often these people have
professional or educational backgrounds that
could allow them to build new lives and participate in the economy; however, because of issues related to obtaining their credentials and
legitimizing their identity, they are effectively
‘’invisible’’ and ‘’stateless’’ and as such unable
to build a new life for themselves and their
families.
Digital Identity Could Hold the Magic
Key
When we think of someone's authorized identity, we generally link it back to the authorizing party, whether that be their government,
educational institution issuing a credential, or
some other centralized organization that the
person needs to obtain such identity or credentials from. Digital identities are paving the
way to a completely new way of conceptualizing what identity is, how it’s issued, managed,
renewed, or any of the other plethora of things
we do with our ID. Digital identities (DID’s)
are at their base digital representations of attributes related to us, or any other entity with

such attributes, that are used through computer systems.
This is not all that mind blowing, I admit.
However, if we look at the implications of such
digital identities, incorporated with emerging
technologies, we can prepare to experience a
radically different conceptualization of what
identity really means, and the implications it
could have for a revolutionary shift of truly
global proportions. Digital identity not only
provides the opportunity for vastly more efficient methods of using and managing data,
but is also paving the way toward actualizing
self sovereignty; the authority and ability to
govern oneself. With this, you will see, we being to enter mind blowing territory.
Self Sovereign Identity, A Radical Shift
There has been a recent uprise in a movement
toward materializing systems of Self Sovereign
Identities (SSI). An SSI is an identity structure
that belongs to the individual, is obtained,
controlled, and stored by the person for which
it represents. Consider how you manage your
identity now, you hang onto your passport for
dear life, you manage your bank cards, and
hide your birth certificate deep away in your
closet (or floor boards?). SSI’s are essentially
still this, but digital, and with the added benefit of not being dependent on a centralized
database or authority for management and
control. In addition, SSI’s are made possible
by blockchain technologies, and the latest evolutions of cryptography and cyber security;
enabling heightened privacy, interoperability,
and immunity like never before.
Phil Windley, CEO of the Sovrin Foundation, a
global public utility for self-sovereign identity,
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has provided the following insight: ‘’Self-sovereign identity represents a monumental shift
in how identity functions on the Internet. Internet identity systems have traditionally
only supported a limited set of attributes and
required prior agreement and custom integration. SSI frees Internet identity from this
narrow view by introducing support for the
exchange of credentials by individuals and
organizations acting as peers.’’
In its early days of adoption, SSI’s are likely to
just be digital replications of our current identity systems. However, if we look at what is
happening in some third world countries right
now we can (surprisingly for some) get a look
at the future of what this technology could enable globally.
According to a World Bank index in 2017 1.7
billion people worldwide are considered to be
‘’unbanked’’, simply meaning these people do
not have a bank account. However, cryptocurrencies are increasingly being used in these
populations and beyond for everyday economic participation. For example, there is an app
called M-Pesa that enables peer-to-peer transactions of cryptocurrencies, and a reported
$10 billion was transacted through this app in
2016 in Kenya alone. Now imagine these
transactions to include everything else like
passport authentication when traveling across
the border, or managing your health records,
or authenticating your academic credentials.
Imagine further, the possibility of having
records that legitimately identify you, but that
aren’t issued by a centralized government at
all. Now we’re starting to get into the territory
of envisioning the possibility of truly global
systems of legislation and governance. Further yet, we can imagine borderless global
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economies and self governing world communities. Now, that is mind blowing, non? Iâ€™ll
now move back into the pragmatic, the now,
and how this matters to you as a legal professional.
Self Sovereignty and the Digital Future
Needs You
Having worked in legal innovation now for the
past bunch of years, there is at least one thing
that has become readily apparent: legal professionals are terrified of a prospectively ‘’jobless’’ future. Enough people have now shed
light on the emergence of new jobs, and other
transformations that suggest this isn’t as worrisome as some may think. But, I’d like to take
a different angle. I’ve spoken with many legal
professionals and academics, and the law is
many things, but one thing for certain is that it
is incredibly complex, and these people who
have spent years studying and practicing it
definitely know more than I and the average
person about it.
Projects like the Sovrin Network, mentioned
above, and others dealing with identity and
future global systems are very driven in their
mandates to incorporate sound legislative
frameworks and input from legal professionals. A great example of an organization putting
this at the forefront of their purpose, is PeaceTones. This is an organization that works with
refugees to record and publicise their music,
while working to help them store and sell their
music online in the form of digital assets corresponding with a digital identity.
Jeffrey Aresty, of PeaceTones, explained it like
this: ‘’Conceived by lawyers discoursing across
cultures and many legal systems, the new open
world bazaars are being created now. As never
before, lawyers have a chance to use their

training to [support efforts] which embody the
human right we all have to pursue opportunity.’’

pace accordingly; it’s legal, policy, and regulatory professionals who should be taking that
front row seat. Now, let’s bring it on!

The jury is still out on whether or not robots
are going to automate existing legal systems in
full, but with the emergence of new technologies and the global systems they’re making
possible, we can be very clear that new law is
needing to be made regularly, and at rapidly
increasing speeds. I for one, do not wish to
leave this up to automated robots, and believe
that legal professionals and academics should
be gearing up and plunging into this new terrain at an unprecedented rate. Given the pace
at which we are now at in terms of the exponential on technological evolution, legislative
bodies around the world need to pick up the
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General | Education

Are law schools adapting to the
paradigmatic transformation of the
legal professions, and how to
measure it?
By Javier de Cendra, Dean IE Law School at IE University Madrid | Segovia
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I.

A paradigm change in the legal industry: is there one and how are the
players reacting to it?
The title of this article assumes that the legal
industry is currently undergoing a paradigm
change, but is there one, and what does it actually amount to? Fortunately, when we review both the academic and the professional
literature, we can find a very large amount of
studies that indeed suggest that a deep paradigm change is taking place. Many studies
and reports from many jurisdictions—primarily common law jurisdictions, affirm that
much. [1]
For instance, the 2018 Report on the State of
the Legal Market produced jointly by the
Georgetown University Center for the study of
the legal profession and Thomson Reuters [2],
affirms in no ambiguous terms that a change
of paradigm is indeed in the making within the
legal market across many jurisdictions, due to
many variables, among which the expansion of
market economies—despite the emergence of
populisms, the digital and technological revolution, and the level of integration of the world
economy—despite some setbacks. In discussing the response (or lack thereof) of many
law firms to the disruptions that are taking
place within the legal markets—particularly
but of course not only in the US—the report
draws a parallel between the responses of
those law firms and the failure of the Maginot
Line built by the French Government during
the second world war to protect France from
the expected German invasion. It took just sex
weeks for Germany to cross the Maginot line
and conquer France. The spectacular failure of
France to defend itself was caused not by the
difference of military might between the two
countries—which did not really exist—but

rather to France´s complete failure to understand that the nature of war had fundamentally changed between the two world wars.
wheras France was preparing itself for a long
and protracted war of attrition, Germany
launched the Blietzkrieg.
But how can it be that a powerful country fails
to detect such a massive and fast paradigm
change in war strategy? The Georgetown University Report suggests that the reason has to
do with a number of psychological biases, including:
• The sunk cost fallacy, which leads organisations to stick to investments even if they
are indeed irrecoverable.
• Loss aversion, which attaches more weight
to a certain loss than to an uncertain win.
• Preference for completion, or the aversion
to leave strategies unfinished.
• Pluralistic ignorance, which deters the few
that truly understand change from championing change as it might alienate others.
• Personal identification with existing
strategies and feeling that changing course
will impact negatively on reputations.
To what extent is the abovementioned scenario useful in thinking about current change
taking place within legal markets and the responses of current players?
One implication of the analogy seems to be
that there are somehow two very different and
opposed camps within legal markets: on the
one hand the traditional players (here the report refers mainly to law firms) and on the
other “law companies”, otherwise known as
alternative legal service providers. The latter
would be “eating away” an increasingly large
proportion of market share from the former,
even driving the less competitive out of
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business. This view is somewhat useful but
nevertheless limited for a number of reasons.
• Law companies more often than not have law
firms as clients, helping them to become more
customer-focused and more efficient at what
they already do. [3]
• Some law companies are “hybrid” companies,
offering both legal advice and services (often
around technology) to both law firms and inhouse legal departments. But the market
share of these hybrids still represents a very
minor part of market share. [4]
• Traditional law firms are in fact changing already to adapt to the paradigm change, and in
some cases are doing that fast and very successfully. [5]
So, while there’s some truth in the “two camps”
view, the reality is that there’s a lot of collaboration too. This idea can be nicely captured with
the concept of “co-opetition”. And what’s going
on in the market. Of course, law firms that fail
to adapt will disappear, as many new law companies will fail to survive. The market will take
care of that. One way in which it already does so
is by creating a number of vehicles to signal excellence in innovation. In opposition to the innumerable “traditional” law firm rankings,
awards and directories [6] that exist, there is an
increasing interest in new tools that seek to
identify who are the best innovators in the field
[7], with the benefits that come with it.
II. A paradigm change in legal education?
Once it has been established that there is indeed a paradigm change going on within legal
markets, it stands to reason that it should be
having already an impact on law schools. And
indeed, many law schools in the USA have indeed been reacting for a while now, as it is ob-
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vious from sources such as the excellent Law
Schools Innovation Index compiled by Dan
Linna Jr and Jordan Galvin https://www.legaltechinnovation.com/law-school-index/. The
goal of the index is to “create a measure of the
extent to which each of the 200+ U.S. law
schools prepare students to deliver legal services in the 21st century”, and to create a taxonomy of law schools. The index covers essentially three areas: (1) types of legal services delivery innovations (centers, clinics, incubators,
etc; (2) legal service delivery courses taught
within the J.D.; (3) “law and” courses. Such an
index does not cover (yet) other jurisdictions,
so it is not possible to tell yet how much adaptation is going on within Europe and Asia. But it
is certainly possible to look at existing rankings
or similar initiatives across the pond, if only to
find out that none of them (including the now
cancelled FT Innovative Law Schools Listing)
consider innovation and adaptiveness to the
paradigm change in the industry as a relevant
variable. In part because of that lack of sensitivity to the issue, recent academics have found
that EU law schools are generally “languishing”
with a few exceptions [8]
There are generally three kinds of responses
that law schools may provide to the paradigm
change in the legal professions and the legal industry; (1) adapt the curriculum and programme portfolio to better reflect the paradigm
change; (2) undertake legal research on emerging areas, such as AI, biotech, robotics, and so
forth that can be translated into the curriculum;
(3) use AI and big data analytics to undertake
empirical research on (the evolution of) legal
systems and the behaviour of stakeholders
within them. Very often this effort will justify
global networks of law schools, market players
and regulators around the concept of

innovation hubs. All these actors can profit
from innovation at scale, as well as from robust methodologies that measure it and enable
comparison across different schools to identify
excellence in innovation.
I. The way forward
While rankings present many problems of
their own, it seems that there is a need to find
solutions to close the gap between the legal
industry and legal education when it comes to
innovation of the sort that will help students
successfully navigate the paradigm change.
Law schools that take the risks of innovating at
scale to help their students face the paradigm
change need to raise their visibility and, even
more important, compare themselves more
transparently with other players in order to
enhance virtuous competition. This will be of
benefit even for more conservative schools, as
they can leapfrog on the innovator´s efforts.
At the end, innovation at scale is what we are
in urgent need of.
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work carried out by the Consejo General de la
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[3] John Croft, President of Elevate, intervention at panel session. Legal Management Forum 2018, 16 October 2018, Madrid, Spain.
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Business Development

Growth in the Legal sector
Katie McLean, Chief Growth Officer at Athennian
How might Google, Microsoft or Netflix achieve growth if they were a law
firm?
Cloud based technology firms are growing at rates as high as 45% year over
year and most law firms are experiencing a growth rates of less than 3%. The
growth strategies of companies such as Google, Microsoft and Netflix could
boost the growth and profitability in the professional services industry and
more importantly improve the user experience. The fundamentals of the
success of tech companies emerge from the principles of: empowering the
user; a growth mindset; transparent business process and fees; leveraging
data to make decisions and nurturing a magnetic culture that attracts employees and clients.
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The professional services industry maybe
more complicated than doing a Google search,
creating a document, choosing a movie or ordering a ride but these growth strategies provide interesting insights on how to create exponential growth in professional services.
Focus on the User
Google has experienced exponential growth
over the last twenty years.
One of their key pillars of success has been
about “focusing on the user”. Google empow-

ers people all over the world with the ability to
ask any question and get an answer, for free.
“For the first 18 months of its existence,
Google didn’t make a penny from its basic
web-search service. Only then did it make the
transition from good technology to great technology with a critical mass of users.” (Fast
Company 03/31/03) By democratizing knowledge and giving something away for free, they
built a $53.5 billion dollar company with a
growth rate of that is three times as high as the
S&P average.
The concept of offering a freemium product to
empower a client with knowledge is not yet
common in the legal world. Lasha Van Der Bij
started her company, Optimize Legal, to enable law firms to offer their clients curated le-

gal knowledge. They can provide this as a value added service to their larger clients or they
can charge a subscription fee. Van Der Bij
says “the revenue stream is often secondary, as
the bigger piece is providing clients with the
ability to easily see changes in the law. They
will need assistance changing their internal
company policies, practices and template documents, and that’s where the law firm steps
into help.” When Google offered the search
engine the world began asking more questions, not less. Productizing knowledge is an
instrument to growth over and above hourly
legal fees.
A growth mindset
The newest leader of cultural transformation
in the technology world is Microsoft, the powerhouse that recently experienced a cultural
change from a “fixed mindset: to a “growth
mindset”. Microsoft CEO, Satya Nadella took
over at Microsoft in 2014 and in just four short
years has tripled the stock price of the company. How has he helped Microsoft to grow
when growth, prior to his leadership had been
stagnating? Nadella turned inwards to reflect
on how the mindset of the company might affect positive growth. After reading the book
“Mindset, the new culture of success” by Carol
Dweck, he realized that the company needed
to shift from a mindset of “know it alls” to
“learn it alls”. When a company is operating
in a fixed mindset, mentally, they will continue to do things as they have always done them.
When they are operating in a growth mindset
they will question the status quo and find new
and better ways. He said “When we exercise a
growth mindset by being customer obsessed,
diverse, and inclusive and act as one Microsoft, that’s when we live our mission and
truly make a difference in the world”.
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The professional services world has an opportunity to adopt a growth mindset, to look for
new ways to make their clients happy by asking themselves and their clients how they
might do better. By constantly engaging
clients, soliciting feedback and then pivoting
or iterating like their technology counterparts
they have an interesting opportunity to engage
more clients.
Transparent Business Processes and
Fees
Uber was able to disrupt a transportation
business that began in 1897. For hundreds of
years, taxis provided a service where they
picked people up and dropped them off wherever they wanted leveraging a taxi meter. San
Francisco based Uber and then Lyft provided
an attractive alternative. Uber was able to
side-step some of the regulatory requirements
and provide a service that is more cost effective, faster and with more value to the user.
They empowered the client with the ability to
know the exact price before they even order
the ride and they also offered a view on the location of the car and when it will pick them up.
They could easily check the progress of the car
while it’s on its way. Some people believe that
they moved forward because of price but really
it’s about transparency, data and empowering
the user.
Legal clients are asking for the same transparency. In the 2016 study report, “How legal
technology will change the business of law”
produced by Boston Consulting and Bucerious
Law School they mentioned that “Big law’s
clients have also begun demanding greater
transparency on fees and more seamless collaboration between their in-house staff and
external lawyers.”
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At one time taxis would have said that there is
no way to predict what a cab fare would be as
there were so many variables such as traffic,
weather and an understanding of distance to
be travelled. Uber simply leveraged data and
existing infrastructure to solve those problems. How can the legal world do the same to
leverage the same kind of growth?
Leveraging data to make decisions
Netflix has overtaken Disney as the world’s
most valuable data company (forbes May 27th
2018 “How Analytics has given Netflix the
Edge over Hollywood”). Netflix employs
5000 people to Disney’s 20,000. “The latest
Netflix series is not being made because a producer had a divine inspiration or a moment of
lucidity, but because a data model says it will

work.” “Just get your data to the cloud now”
said Eric Schmidt, Former Executive Chairman of Google. What he meant by that is that
none of the data analytics, customer intelligence, agility and scale etc is really available or
feasible unless you are in the cloud. Netflix can
now anticipate our needs by curating tv and
movie choices before we even think of them.
Netflix leverages the power of the cloud. Many
law firms have a “no cloud” policy for security
reasons. The organizations that are most vulnerable to cyber attacks are on premise systems with the practice of emailing files
around. According to Gartner, “through
2020, public cloud infrastructure as a service
(IaaS) workloads will suffer at least 60% fewer
security incidents than those in traditional
data centers.” (Gartner Is the Cloud Secure?
March 27, 2018,Contributor: Kasey Panetta).
The cloud is the way to store and leverage data
because of it’s security, price and ability to
scale. Law firms have a great deal of data that
once in the cloud they can leverage to make
better decisions for both their firm and their
clients. With data analytics law firms can anticipate their clients needs and gain a competitive advantage.
Nurturing a magnetic culture that attracts employees and clients
Technology companies are famous for their
corporate culture and their customers love
them for that. At Google, two million people a
year apply for openings at the fast growing
company. They go through an intense interview process that looks primarily for a growth
mindset. One million people a year visit the
Google campus in Mountainview - just to be a

part of it. Corporate culture is a powerful way
to attract new employees and customers.
Simplex Legal is a rapidly growing law firm
whose foundation is based on doing what’s
right for their clients. Martine Boucher, cofounder wants to, as she says “we do what's
right for our clients and our staff and make
sure that our employees are enjoying their
lives” To achieve this she has turned first to
the corporate culture of her firm. When she
onboards a new lawyer or staff member she
has a conversation with them of where they
want to be in their lives both professionally
and personally. She then finds assignments
for them that will both challenge them and
meet their schedule. Boucher subscribes to the
“happy employee” equals a happy client model
for a business model and it works. Their approach has been financially rewarding and
they have practically doubled both the number
of lawyers in their firm and revenue in the last
year.
Summary
In her speech at CLOC 2018, Mary O’Carroll,
the chief legal counsel at Google gave an inspiring speech about the potential for change
in legal. However, at the end of it she expressed what many lawyers from in house legal departments are feeling - that the professional services firms are not responding quickly enough to the way that they now want to do
business. They are asking the law firms that
they deal with to change, to listen to their
needs, yet they are still not being heard. Yet
there is hope and as O’Carroll says “when we
simultaneously see progress and achievement,
alongside absolutely backward and entrenched
thinking? I think it shows that we are entering
into a new stage in legal operations.”
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There is a massive difference in growth rates
between tech and legal, however if they band
together and share growth strategies that
leverage technology, legal services can blossom. The secret to activating growth will involve significant changes in law firm culture,
mindset and a willingness put clients first.
The firms that have begun to make the moves
required are edging closer to tech firm growth.
Clients will be choosing with their wallets and
pressure from the big four and legal tech companies will be offering them attractive alternatives to firms that don’t focus on the user.
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The Hummingbird Lawyer
Managing time efficiently can generate an additional
hour of availability each day
By Richard G. Stock, M.A., FCIS, CMC, Partner with Catalyst Consulting
This is the sixth in a series of articles about how corporate and government law departments can improve their performance and add measurable value to the organizations.
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Two years ago, Adam Gazzaley and Larry D.
Rosen published The Distracted Mind: Ancient Brains in a High-Tech World. The book
examined our ability to cope with the full
range of technologies in our daily lives, explaining why our brains are not built for multitasking; however, the authors say, we regularly
switch rapidly from task to task. Interruptions
interfere with the ability to achieve our objectives; many of these interruptions are technology-related, with the chief offenders in the office being email and, more recently, texting.
Gazzaley and Rosen are not alone in this observation. There exists a very significant body
of work on the effects of “email addiction” and
interruptions of work. One study found that
41% responded to email immediately and 71%
responded to an instant message immediately.
Two other findings are noteworthy — and disturbing — regarding their effects on professional productivity. The first, a Loughborough
University (UK) study, found that “after dealing with an email, which itself took an average
of just under two minutes, it took the studied
workers an average of 68 seconds to return to
their work and remember what they were doing.”
There is no stopping the waves of information
available 24 hours a day, seven days a week;
and there is no suppressing the human appetite for the information, a phenomenon
some refer to as FOMO, or “fear of missing
out.” The second finding, reached by Gazzaley
and Rosen, was that employees are self-interrupting in order to check email and other media, fully diverting attention from their work
and raising their levels of anxiety and stress.
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I regularly conduct workflow and workload
studies for law departments. The categories
examined included the number of matters
handled and their relative complexity, the
number of internal clients and their frequency
of communication, communication traffic patterns of all types, and work backlogs.
General counsel can address productivity challenges first by being aware of the basic issues
regarding workflows and workloads. Because
stamina is not an alternative for strategy at
work, it is necessary to have a plan starting
with the number of available hours for professional work each year. While there is some
elasticity to the available hours, legal leadership can still estimate the average work week
for everyone in the law department. This is a
simple calculation that subtracts paid time
away from work as well as administrative and
practice management time, leaving what law
firms call “billable time” ranging from 1,750 to
2,100 hours per year. Trade literature suggests
that interruptions caused by email, other media, calls and visitors consume 28% of each
day. It can take up to 15 minutes to fully resume a task because of distractions. Alarmingly, functioning IQ drops 10% when distracted
by calls and emails. Managing time with more
discipline can generate about one hour of additional availability each day, or some 200
hours per year. But without an advanced level
of awareness, self-discipline and a number of
operating protocols for the law department,
every professional will still say “I wonder
where my day went.”
Tracey Parks, a productivity consultant to
lawyers, suggests eight best practices for
email. Two of these stand out. The first is to
process email only three to four times per day

and do one of four things with each email
message immediately: file for future reference;
act on the message within two minutes; create
an action item if more than two minutes is required to respond; and “toss the rest.” The
second strategy is to send less in order to receive less. Parks observed that eliminating one
out of five potential sent email messages reduces incoming mail by 10%. Also, reduce the
use of “Reply All” and cc’s, turn off the sound
or screen notifications, and minimize the
email window.
Every law department can be more focused in
identifying “when to call Legal” and restricting
who can call Legal. Few law departments are
comfortable with such restrictions, preferring
an open-door policy in the name of risk management and FOMO. Over the past five years,
some legal departments have introduced programs, technology and training in legal project
planning and budgeting as a way to manage
large-scale projects and matters with limited
resources and tight deadlines. The price for
law departments that fail to act is higher stress
and anxiety, less time available for interesting
work, and being less strategic than they could
be in utilizing their intellectual capital.
Adapted from an article of the same name to
be published in the January/February 2019
issue of Lexpert magazine.
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The Legal Education Gap
By Lucy Endel Bassli, Founder InnoLegal Services, PLLC
If you are anywhere close in your career trajectory to me, you have approximately
20 years of experience, and expect to practice for another 10-15 (or heaven forbid
20+ years). We are experienced and confident in our legal skills, and many of us
are experts in our craft.
Yet there is something that is chipping away at the confidence level of many attorneys, especially in law firms. Each morning the legal news headlines shout at
us that our industry is transforming before our eyes and any lawyer who doesn’t
adapt will invariably be left behind. Apparently, innovation is now praised over
experience and status quo is scoffed as stodgy and antiquated.
Most lawyers try to stay abreast of the changes in law, naturally, but it is hard to
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stay on top of what is going on around us lately. Every lawyer needs to know practical information about buzz words such as “legal
ops”, “legal tech ancillary arrangements” and
services”, “artificial intelligence”, “alternative
service providers”, “alternative fee arrangements” and evolving from “legal practice to
legal service delivery.” Jargon like this is
thrown around a lot; but so far, in our daily
practice, these concepts are more a peripheral
hype than an imminent reality. Many lawyers
realize that this might not be the case for long.
So where can they turn for legal education that
will give them a general awareness of the
macro changes happening in the legal ecosystem and ultimately modernize their client offerings? Currently: everywhere… and
nowhere.
A google search of Continuing Legal Education
(CLE) possibilities yields a tsunami of choices.
For a mere $59.99 or $500 or $1500 anyone
can become an expert in blockchain or BitCoin
(in one hour!) or learn how GDPR can be handled in multi-national transactions. There are
conferences devoted to legal tech or live webinars on getting “tweets” admitted as evidence.
Lawyers can even self-study from pre-recorded online videos about A.I. or go back to tech
basics with classes on creating Powerful PowerPoints or becoming a Microsoft Word Wizard.
There just has to be something out here that
can help synthesize what all that sensational
legal press is about. But what would it look
like? What is really happening across the industry? What would actually help bridge this
education gap for attorneys who are willing
to adapt and want to try practicing out of
their long-established comfort zones?

We need to fill this education gap with a practical set of information that can be applied in a
real-world setting. We need an easily accessible industry overview and real-world practical
tips for lawyers looking to guide their corporate clients towards these new services and
opportunities. I envision a professional development program that would both fulfill their
need for a holistic skillset and fulfill their CLE
requirements in an engaging way. Before exploring my own ideas for developing a program to match this need, it is important to
first understand the current state CLE requirements and review the choices available
now.
CLE Requirements
Lawyers in our nation’s capital are off the
hook when it comes to mandatory continuing
legal education (MCLE). Years ago, the D.C.
regulators decided there was no proof that requiring CLE was making lawyers more competent. [1] Joining D.C. in shunning MCLE are
Maryland, Massachusetts, Michigan and
South Dakota.
Michigan had implemented MCLE for seven
years before rescinding it in 1994; the state ultimately decided that MCLE was not effective
in enhancing their attorneys’ knowledge of
substantive law [2].
However, the remaining states recognize the
potential of CLE to ensure their lawyers carve
out a slice of time every year to brush up on
the rules governing their practice areas or specific legal topics that spark their curiosity.
Since every state with MCLE demands an
ethics or “professional responsibility” component, it also forces lawyers to take a moment
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to check their ethical obligations, take care of
their mental health and potentially acknowledge
any unhealthy lifestyle choices common to
stressed-out practitioners. On average, states
require between 10-15 CLE credit hours per year,
a small chunk of which must be ethics or professionalism focused. Reporting cycles typically
range from one to three years with many states
allowing attorneys to stockpile a certain amount
of credits and roll them over to the following cycle.
In recent years, thanks to advances in technology, there has been a surge of methods available
for completing CLE. Traditionally, credits were
earned solely in a live, in-person classroom setting. These days a key component of CLE are the
various self-study delivery methods. This can
include interactive live webinars or conference
calls, video replays of live events, or pre-recorded, on-demand video or audio lessons.
States regulate the use of these online options to
varying degrees. For example, many states favor
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the live, participatory webcasts and restrict the
number of pre-recorded courses. However, I expect we will see a trend of loosening these restrictions moving forward. Starting July 1 of this
year, Rhode Island doubled their on-demand
limit per cycle from three credits to six credits
[3]. In 2016, the state of Washington got rid of
their “live” requirement altogether [4]. By my
count, 12 states already place no limitations on
either the quantity or style of online options.
Only eight states still require at least some credits be earned via in-person traditional classroom
settings [5].
Another CLE trend is using what I call “extracurricular lawyering” to chip away at a mandated
CLE obligation. This can include any number of
personally enriching activities that serve the
community, future lawyers or the legal profession as a whole, such as:
• Teaching an approved CLE course
• Legal research, writing and publishing
• Serving on the State Board of Bar Admission
or Bar Examiners

•

•
•
•
•

Serving on Committees devoted to Rules,
Professional Responsibility, Ethics or Professionalism or the Unauthorized Practice
of Law
Enrolling in or auditing a course at an accredited law school
Enrolling in an approved bar review course
Serving as a member of the State Legislature
Acting as a judge in a mock trial or other
law school activities

A state by state analysis of CLE requirements
offers up these other interesting opportunities: At least ten states allow pro bono work
to count for CLE credits. Florida gives credit
for participation in the state’s “Adults Civics
Teaching Initiative" and "Justice Teaching
Classroom Initiative". Ohio and Oregon encourage CLE study of Access to Justice topics.
Indiana allows credit for “Non-Legal Subject
Matter” courses (think Accounting or Medicine for Attorneys) while Oregon allows up to

six credits for attending courses on business
development and marketing or participating in
Personal Management Assistance Activities.
Washington’s requirements might be the most
flexible, allowing for over half of the credits to
be earned in vague areas like personal development, office management, improving the
legal system or any “Nexus Subject” related to
the lawyer’s professional role, but not directly
related to the practice of law.
Of particular interest to me are the mentorship
programs available in at least seven states. Experienced attorneys are given credit for helping new lawyers transition into practice.
If taken advantage of, it is often these extracurricular methods that provide the greatest
potential for attorney growth and opportunities for participants to go beyond check-thebox CLE. But as with most things, many of
these options require heaps of personal initiative or a significant investment of time, a rare
commodity in the legal community.
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Technology Requirements
Later this year, we expect the North Carolina
Supreme Court to decide if technology training
should be a required portion of continuing legal ed. The N.C. Bar is recommending this
change, which would position them as only the
second state (behind Florida) to make tech
training mandatory as part of their CLE [6].
As many of us already know, the shaky epicenter of our industry overhaul is the use of technology to improve efficiency and client service.
At least 31 states have now made it a lawyer’s
ethical duty to be competent in the risks and
benefits of using tech [7]. While the definition
of “competence” is vague, it is widely considered to mean that attorneys should have a
general awareness of the technological opportunities available to serve their clients. (No,
you do not need to how to “code”!)
The reasoning behind this tech competency
duty is clear: even the most old-fashioned
lawyer is now forced to spend a significant
amount of time online or using technology
each day. They email, they draft documents
electronically, they have a calendar synced to
their phone, and they use Zoom to video conference with clients. Many lawyers interface
with eBilling or eSignatures or automated
workflows. Twenty years ago this was not the
case. Perhaps this very article would have been
a hard copy delivered to you via messenger or
regular mail. A recent Bloomberg Law article
[8] quoted a professor who took a CLE course
in 1995 titled, “The Internet: Hip or Hype?”.
That was only 23 years ago and now the internet is at the very heart of legal service delivery.
As noted above, Florida is still the only state
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that explicitly requires technology training as
part of their CLE requirement. Every three
years, three out of 33 credits must be devoted
to technology education. In other words: one
hour per year. As pointed in out in a recent
Thomson Reuters article [9], this is the most
proactive acknowledgement of the importance
of tech, but this is still a “laughably inadequate” amount; article author Tad Simons
states, “Technological competence isn’t a skill
attorneys can simply add to their CLE checklist — it’s something that needs to be woven
into their DNA.” Changes are happening continuously and at a hyper-speed, making it all
the more critical for lawyers to get a baseline
understanding of technology now. Admittedly,
this can be a scary thought for those on the tail
end of their careers.
Below is a sampling of ways Florida’s technology CLE requirement could be met. These are
from the Florida Bar CLE and Resource Center
and Lawline.com. They range in complexity
from basic to advanced, with many practicespecific options:
• Basic Technology for Today’s Law Practice
• Basic Law Firm Data Security, Privacy, and
Cyber Liability
• How to Manage Your Email Using Technology–and Get Your Time and Sanity Back
• Using Technology to Make Judge-Friendly
Briefs
• Running a Better Law Firm Through Project
Management
• The Next Frontier: Florida’s e-Courts –
Everything You Wanted to Know but Were
Afraid to Ask
• How to Optimize your Billing and
• Collections to Make your Practice More Profitable

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A Lawyer’s Guide to Disaster Preparedness, Insurance and Technology Security
Artificial Intelligence & Technology are
Impacting the Practice of Law
Solo-firm Re-Boot: Gearing Up for Efficiency and Success
Cybersecurity and CyberTech Skills Attorneys Need to Know
Can Attorneys help Secure the Internet of
Things?
Patent Eligibility of Software Innovations
Personal Injury Trials and Technology: A
Plaintiff’s Perspective
“Wibbly Wobbly, Timey Wimey Stuff: Practice Management Software and Apps, Ethical Concerns of Using Them on Smartphones and Laptops, and Maximizing Productivity with an Emphasis on Cyber Security in Law Firms

Again, dedicating a single hour a year to technology will not make someone an expert. But,
even if basic tech seems advanced to you,
these Florida programs offer a bite-sized flavor
of what is happening in the legal community.
And awareness of opportunity is the first critical step.
Now that we understand the general scope and
flexibility of the nationwide CLE rules and expectations, let’s review the overwhelming array of choices to meet these requirements.
CLE Sampling of Options
Where are the practical, well-rounded CLE options that help lawyers get up to speed on the
macro changes happening in the legal ecosystem?
Today’s CLE course options are riddled with
sponsored nonsense, deep dives into one prac-

tice area or ultra-specific mumbo jumbo for
the already-experts. There is no shortage of
offerings on legal practice or procedure, but a
holistic overview of the essentials is missing.
To be fair, on each CLE provider or conference
I have come across in my research, I have usually found at least one course that tries to
bridge this education gap, one small step at a
time. For example:
•

•

•

•

•

•

Lexis Nexis: Drinking from a Fire Hydrant:
Basic Legal Research in the Age of Technology
Practicing Law Institute (PLI) one-hour
briefings:
• Process and Project Management
for In-House Counsel
• Evolving Your Metrics and Analytics
Process
• The Ethical Challenges of Incorporating New Technologies into your
Legal Practice
• Think Like a Lawyer, Talk Like a
Geek 2018: Get Fluent in Technology.
Florida Bar’s Legal Fuel Resource Center:
How to Increase Profits and Stay Organized by Running a Lean Law Firm
Association of Corporate Counsel (ACC):
Legal Operations Maturity Model Series or
Mini-MBA for In-House Counsel
ILTA: Emerging Challenges to Law Firm
Dominance - Trends in Legal Service
Providers, Competition and Capacity
Corporate Legal Operations Consortium
(CLOC):
• Collaboration: How Legal Departments and Law Firms Can Work Together to Enhance Value
• How to Build an AFA Program: Best
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•
•

•

Practices in Design, Implementation
and Management
How to Build an AFA Program: Best
Practices in Design, Implementation
and Management
Successful Technology Implementations Start with Change Management: Best Practices for Legal Operations Professionals

There are also “just-in-time” video learning
resources available online (e.g., Hotshot
Legal), and for those who learn best from formal peer discussions, there are roundtable legal forums from providers like Consero.
There is one upcoming conference which I find
encouraging. The Ark Law Firm Innovation
Summit promises to focus on the “people and
process aspects” of innovation instead of just
the enabling technology. They will also discuss
how changing business models can change
how firms collaborate/communicate with their
clients, develop external alliances and transform the talent management function.
Please note: these are only a sampling of what
I’m sure are dozens if not hundreds of similar
choices, again creating an overwhelming selection that are often sponsor-driven. It is important for attorneys to get an unbiased view on
what is important for them to know about the
legal industry. Who will help shed light on the
fast-moving changes that the Bir 4 are making? Where can lawyers look for a simple explanation of which legal tech is real and which
is hype?
Conclusion
There’s a certain conundrum when it comes to
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mandatory continuing legal education: for
lawyers who take their responsibility seriously
to stay current with case law and trends, they
would seek out continuing education even if
was not required. In my experience, most
lawyers have curious minds and look forward
to new information that will improve their job
performance and client service.
Continuing Legal Education, just like the legal
industry itself, has exploded with new opportunities in recent years resulting in a million
pathways that could lead to modern-day success or further confusion. Certainly there is an
opportunity here to simplify and clarify for the
hundreds of thousands practicing lawyers who
need a synopsis of what is going on in their
own industry.
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Tech

Legal Tech and Innovation in
South Africa
By Themba Mahleka, Innovating Justice Agent HiiL | Legal Consultant at Imani Africa Lawyers
on Demand

This article seeks to provide a snapshot of the
state of legal tech and innovation in South
Africa. The potential of legal tech and innovation to be used as a catalyst for improving
access to justice will also be discussed.

The law, by nature, is traditional. RomanDutch law (upon which South African law is
largely based) can trace its origins as far back
as the 17th Century (or beyond)! This legal system, like many others globally relies, to a
great extent, upon precedent (looking back) to
inform it. From this perspective, it is retrogressive and traditional. Apart from content,
the practice of law can also be described as
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traditional; the rules, procedures, attire and
even the language used to approach or address a judge are steeply rooted in tradition.
It is therefore not surprising that tech, innovation and law are words that have not commonly been used together in the past. The acceptance of tech and innovation in law has
been slow. The developments in financial services for example (mobile banking, mobile
money, online banking and even crypto-currency) show how other industries are embracing technology. These developments have, as a
result, made financial services more accessible
to Africa’s fast-growing and relatively excluded population

Legal services in South Africa, however, have
not enjoyed a similar rate of innovation and
inclusion. In this regard, some have argued
that the gate keepers, “the old guard”, are too
old fashioned and comfortable with the status
quo to embrace change and innovation.
That’s the bad news. The good news is that in
recent times, in South Africa (and many other
parts of the continent) there are positive developments taking place in terms of legal tech
and innovation. e-Discovery is one such development locally, as the use and acceptance
thereof is on the rise. These developments are
also contributing to improved access to justice.
Sustainable Development Goal (SDG) 16 seeks
to, “Promote peaceful and inclusive societies
for sustainable development, provide access
to justice for all and build effective, accountable and inclusive institutions at all levels”.
Further, according to the Hague Institute for
Innovation of Law (HiiL), “…if you ask people
about the justice problems that have the most
impact on their lives, 82% is not resolved”.
Access to justice in Africa and beyond is,
therefore, of the paramount importance.
In terms of the South African context, it is important to note that both terms “legal tech”
and “innovation” have been included to cater
for technological advancements in legal service delivery (legal tech) as well as non-technological, procedural, developments (innovation).
An example of legal tech is Legal Serve, an
electronic court filing platform that is designed to make the service of legal documents
more efficient and affordable. This technologi-

cal solution for lawyers in South Africa and
Africa also provides a safe and secure retention of documents.
Whereas an example of legal innovation is
Creative Contracts, an entity that reduces contractual agreements to comic strips which outline the duties and responsibilities of the parties involved. This innovation enables parties
without legal training, the ability to read and
write or speak the same language to enter into
binding legal agreements with clearly articulated obligations and expectations.
The terrain isn’t exclusive, in many instances
the technological and innovative aspects overlap. Legal Legends, for example, is an e-commerce platform that allows the purchase of legal services online at a fixed, upfront, cost thus
saving time and managing expenditure. This
example of the overlap between legal tech and
innovation is useful to curb the fear of unknown legal costs that have often been cited,
particularly by small businesses, as a deterrent
to accessing legal services.
It is encouraging to note that the space for legal tech and innovation is opening up. HiiL
has been working with justice entrepreneurs
whose innovative solutions help to improve
access to justice in South Africa and the sheer
amount of applications (approximately 50 per
annum) show that more and more South
Africans are embracing the notion. February
2018 also saw the Global Legal Hackathon being hosted in South Africa for first time ever.
The Global Legal Hackathon engages law
schools, law firms and in-house departments,
legal technology companies, governments,
and service providers to the legal industry –
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across the globe. It brings together the best
thinkers, doers and practitioners in law in
support of a unified vision: rapid development of solutions to improve the legal industry, world-wide.
HiiL hosted its Regional Innovating Justice
finals at Leaderex in September 2018. The
‘people’s choice’ was an interesting start-up;
an alternative dispute resolution innovation
known as Buyisa Soul and Spiritual Centre.
This is a group of traditional healers in the
township of Alexandra that convene a mediation court. There is great scope to support this
organic community-based dispute resolution
platform and replicate it throughout the country in the spirit of access to justice.
It is not just the start-up space that is participating in legal tech and innovation either, the
big, established, law firms are also starting to
come to the party. Hogan Lovells was one of
the sponsors of the Global Legal Hackathon in
South Africa which was hosted at Tshimologong Precinct. Baker McKenzie in South Africa
has also been active in the legal tech and innovation ecosystem through, amongst other
things, offering expert insights at the HiiL regional finals. In May 2018, Norton Rose Fulbright launched an AI powered chatbot known
as Parker. Parker helps clients in non-EU jurisdictions understand if/ how they are affected by the General Data Protection Regulation
(GDPR).
While it is important for the legal industry in
South Africa to realise and harness the potential of technology and innovation; it operates
within a regulatory framework which may either stymy progress or, serve as a catalyst (de-
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pending on the attitude of the regulators). Fortunately, the “licence” to innovate seems to be
opening up as well.
The Chief Justice of South Africa, Mogoeng
Mogoeng, delivered a speech on the 6th of
March 2018 at the University of Cape Town
wherein he had the following to say;
“Let’s stop this somewhat slavish imitation of
old laws and practices that do not always
work for our nations and design an effective
and efficient legal system and teaching
method that would be easy to understand and
apply. Every aspect of the law ought to be anchored on the Constitution, its spirit, purport,
object and values. Otherwise some of the injustices that flow from the law of contract,
evidence or property would last forever, to
the prejudice of the less informed, often desperate or vulnerable contracting parties. Revise the law and teaching methods innovatively with emphasis or special focus on real
or substantive justice and equity.”
These encouraging words are indicative of a
judiciary that acknowledges the need to embrace technology and innovation. Further, the
Deputy Minister of Justice and Constitutional
Development, John Jeffery, at the HiiL Regional Final in 2017 had the following to say:
“As Thomas Edison said: “There is a way to
do it better – find it.”
In South Africa we have found that many
economic, structural, and institutional factors
also hinder access to justice, including the
complexity and cost of legal processes, time,
and geographical and physical constraints.
Importantly, many people - especially those
in vulnerable and marginalized groups

- neither recognize their problems as legal
ones, nor identify the potential legal remedies
for those problems. There are many factors
which determine whether or not people seek
legal assistance, or take action at all, to resolve their legal problems.
These and future justice innovations will empower people to do so”.
From a legislative perspective, the Legal Practice Act (LPA) 28 of 2014 will have a bearing
on the evolution of the provision of legal services in South Africa. For example, it will put
in place a mechanism to determine fees
chargeable by legal practitioners for legal services rendered by them. This will encourage
citizens and small businesses to seek legal services. The LPA has also established the South
African Legal Practice Council, a body which
will have great influence on legal service delivery. It is, however, yet to be seen what the attitude/ stance by the Legal Practice Council toward legal tech and innovation will be.
Another interesting legislative development is
the enactment of the International Arbitration
Act 15 of 2017. This is a clear statement by the
legislature that South Africa is embracing alternative dispute resolution (ADR) mechanisms and aligning with global trade practices
to remain competitive. ADR as a concept itself
is even undergoing innovation in South Africa
with the arrival of global players, Resolve Disputes Online (RDO). RDO is simple to use
dispute resolution technology which has been
built by dispute resolution practitioners who
understand the process. RDO's technology is
designed with the purpose of making dispute
resolution as effortless and as effective as possible.

The uptake of legal tech and innovation has
traditionally been lethargic in South Africa.
However, it is quite clear that many stakeholders in the value chain (such as start-ups,
big law, the judiciary and the legislature) are
increasingly starting to realise the necessity
and benefits of doing things differently. While
it has been a long time coming, legal tech and
innovation has arrived in South Africa and
there is no turning back. The opportunities are
vast and the benefits to the ordinary citizen
are clear.
The views in this article are those of the author in his personal capacity. It is an overview of legal tech and innovation in South
Africa and not an exhaustive list.
About the Author
Themba Mahleka is an attorney and legal consultant specialising in commercial law. He
works with Imani Africa Lawyers on Demand.
Themba is passionate about legal innovation
as he believes this has great potential to improve legal service delivery. As such, Themba
is also the regional (Southern Africa) Innovating Justice Agent for the Hague Institute for
Innovation of Law (HiiL). Headquartered in
the Netherlands, HiiL supports and empowers
justice entrepreneurs throughout the world.
Themba is part of the team responsible for developing this entity locally through, inter alia,
entrepreneur support and stakeholder engagement. Themba holds an LLB (Bachelor of
Laws, Honours) from the University of the
Witwatersrand and a post graduate Certificate
in Corporate Governance from the University
of Johannesburg. He is also a certified Risk
Management trainer.
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Arriving Early 2019
New Suits. Appetite for Disruption in the Legal World
“Time to get out of Law Law Land and back into the Jungle”
Fuelled by advancing technology, new business models, and
altered client expectations, the legal industry faces unprecedented change across its entire value chain. Unfortunately,
many legal professionals fear the technology train and the
convergence of other fields with law. They see legaltech, AI,
and bots like “lions and tigers and bears oh my.” We (the editors and authors of this book) see opportunity. Although the
future may require us to put on “new suits”—it represents an
enormous opportunity for lawyers to reinvent ourselves for
our own and our clients’ benefit. Filled with chapters written
by experts in the intersection of law, innovation, and technology, this book provides a global perspective on the diverse
legal service delivery ecosystem that will be our future. It provides chapter upon chapter (reason upon reason) explaining
why lawyers can and should increase their appetite for disruption in the legal world. So welcome to the jungle and enjoy
the ride as we attempt to systematically map the uncharted
waters of the future legal realm and simultaneously inspire
you to build a new future in law.
Michele DeStefano of Coral Gables, FL, BA, magna cum laude, Dartmouth College, JD, magna cum laude, Harvard
Law School, is a Professor of Law at the University of Miami and Guest Faculty at Harvard Law School's Executive Education Program and at IE School of Law. She is the founder of Law Without Walls and MOVELΔW. DeStefano is a former Climenko Fellow and Lecturer at Harvard Law School. Before attending law school at Harvard, she was an advertising executive at Leo Burnett and a marketing manager at Levi Strauss & Company. DeStefano frequently speaks
and runs workshops on creative problem solving, collaboration, culture change, communication, and innovation for
lawyers.
Guenther Dobrauz-Saldapenna of Zurich, Switzerland, PhD in Law, Johannes Kepler University, MBA, University
of Strathclyde, is a Partner with PwC, Leader of PwC Legal Switzerland and a Member of PwC‘s Global Legal Leadership Team. He is a lecturer at various universities, the founder of Disruption Disciples and the host of educational
video series Appetite For Disruption. Prior to this he was a successful Venture Capitalist, served as in-house counsel at
an international hedge fund and practised in court and with a leading business law firm. Guenther is passionate
about innovation, entrepreneurship and exponential technologies. He is the author of 10 books and has been delivering keynote speeches at more than 200 leading conferences worldwide.
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"A Millennial's
Perspective on
how law firms can
retain Millennials" or
talent ...?
By Mary Bonsor, CEO and Co-Founder of F-LEX

WhatsApp notification. Respond to email.
iPhone rings. FaceTime Mum. Post photo of
brunch on Instagram. Update status: “En route
to law exam, wish me luck!”
Life moves fast, and millennials manage their
lives on the move.
But what do millennial lawyers really want and
how do law firms need to adapt to attract and retain the millennial generation? What will the future look like for an undergraduate student entering the legal profession in 2020?
Before we can answer this, we need to look what
motivates a millennial and what differentiates
this generation. Well that part is easy, it’s me!
Millennials are defined as the generation born
between 1980 and 2000, which incorporates several sub-categories often dubbed as ‘Generation
Y’ and Generation ‘Z’, amongst others.
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I was born in 1987, so you might say I’m the
ultimate millennial. Growing up in an increasingly technological era, millennials are characterized by our ability to multi-task and desire
to be connected. We want responsibility and
autonomy. We like being involved and playing
a key part of a team. There are some commonly held (mis?)conceptions of the generation,
that we are lazy and fickle, glued to technology
to the detriment of all else. I would argue that
this characterisation is unfair, but it is true to
say we work differently and are incentivised by
different factors than previous generations, for
example: achieving a desirable work-life balance, flexible working, collaboration, transparency and varied career opportunities.
Professionally, I rely on millennials to drive
the business I started just over two years ago.
F-LEX is a platform, which connects pre-vetted law students to law firms and general
counsel, for a flexible, on demand service
(https://flex.legal). As a result, I have spent
the past two years interviewing and onboarding millennials all over the UK and placing
them into short-term paralegal roles. Through
this I have been able to understand what the
next generation of lawyers are looking for and
what has motivated them to enter the legal
profession.
So, why is important that we start listening to the future generation of
lawyers now?
By 2025, 75% of the workforce will be made up
of millennials [1], but in all likelihood, led by
Managing and Senior Partners from a different generation. Unless firms adapt to embrace
the changing character of their predominant
work force, they will not motivate or retain

their most valuable asset.
In August 2018, F-LEX carried out a survey of
the 2,000+ law students on our platform (897
replied within 3 hours of sending it out, showing how responsive a millennial can be), providing some extremely interesting insights.
It’s all about the money, money, money…or is it?
67.7% of those surveyed said they chose to enter the profession because of the intellectually
stimulating work. This is good news! As technology develops, I imagine lawyers will be using a higher proportion of their time to carry
out challenging legal work.
Whilst 16.8% said they wanted to enter because of the prestige of the profession, only
4.2% said money was the most important
thing they looked for in their career. This was
revealing because many law firms seem to put
money ahead of every other incentive to attract and retain employees. Indeed, this year
alone, many of the top Magic and Silver Circle
Law Firms announced pay increases for their
Newly Qualified lawyers and Trainees of up to
£100k.
This was also borne out in a recent PWC report [2] which showed that 85% of female millennials look at a firm’s ‘Diversity and Inclusion’ policy when deciding which firm to apply
for. This is an extraordinary figure and something that only recently law firms have begun
to really focus on, with diversity becoming an
important part of winning work. It is also,
however, a key factor of why a Millennial
might apply for a particular firm.
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It’s all about balance.
In the F-LEX survey, when asked “how long
do you see yourself staying at a law firm”, a
staggering 75.1% said less than three years.
Why is this? Do law firms have a bad perception of working their staff too hard and
throwing money at the problem?

to try out different areas during their qualified
years, however, in the current system, whichever seat you qualify in, is, in most cases the
practice area you stay in for life. This rigidity
does not sit well with the millennial who wants
to constantly be learning and developing their
career opportunities.

The answers lie in the next question we asked;
“What is the most important thing that you
look for in your career as a lawyer?” 36%
said “work/life balance” with only 22% saying
they wanted to progress to become a Partner.

So, how should law firms embrace this? Could
law firms start offering secondments to different teams further down the PQE road? This
may help retain talent and allow individuals to
continue to learn and grow.

Offering an environment which fosters a
healthy work/life balance (or a blend - I recently read in article which argued that millennials try to do both at the same time rather
than putting life before work) is going to be an
absolute necessity for attracting the future
generation of lawyers.

The influence of technology means that different roles will be created, and more opportunity will arise for lawyers (and non-lawyers) to
become legal analysts, legal engineers or legal
designers, for example. Will this will nurture
the development of different skillsets, potentially producing more ‘client-centric’ lawyers
as a result? Opening up of these opportunities
is already happening, as we see some major
firms offer their trainees seats in these new
areas as they are established. I see this as a
great first step, but I would love to see a firm
offer these opportunities to their lawyers who
are above 3 years PQE rather than just restrict
the opportunity to trainees.

An interesting observation though is that the
desire for flexibility isn’t actually as restricted
to millennials as we might think. Allen &
Overy’s Peerpoint recently produced a report
which found that achieving a fulfilling work/
life balance was the single most important criterion by which lawyers identify career success
[3], so perhaps this change has been longer-inthe-making than it appears?
Change is as good as a rest.
Another trait of the millennial is the ability to
multi-task. We like to do more than one thing
at once and move between tasks frictionlessly.
When asked “Which of the following would
entice you to stay at your firm for longer”,
30.1% of F-LEX’s respondents said the ability
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What would a millennial law firm look
like?
• The strict hierarchy would be a thing of the
past.
• Time would not be recorded, rather outcomes and qualitative feedback would measure success, and a lawyer’s PQE level
wouldn’t singularly dictate their perceived
abilities.
• Collaboration would be the norm within a

• linear structure with more focus on multidisciplinary teams working together.
• Bonuses would be awarded, not on the billable hour, but by client satisfaction.
• Business and commercial decisions would be
driven by client data.
• Firms would genuinely reflect their corporate diversity and inclusion values and each
person at the firm would be required to regularly offer their skills pro-bono.
• Technology would be used for most of the
more menial work and there would be many
non-legal roles such as data analysts, legal
engineers and legal designers, all focusing on
resolving the clients’ problems in a commercially focused and cost-effective manner.
• All employees would have the opportunity
for some equity stake in the business to ensure retention rates and innovation would be
driven at all ends of the spectrum.
• Flexible and agile working would not simply
be ‘put up with’ but rather an integral part of
the culture, seamlessly supported by a firm’s
internal technology systems which support
communication and administration.

[3] https://www.peerpoint.com/campaign/
future-legal-talent

About the Author
Mary Bonsor was a property litigator in a top
city firm before starting F-LEX in August
2016. F-LEX is an online platform which connects pre-vetted law students to law firms and
general counsel for a flexible, on demand service. F-LEX has over 2,000 law students on
it's platform and over 120 clients including
magic circle firms, FTSE250 companies and
SMEs. F-LEX won Legal Supplier of the Year
2018 in the Legal Business Awards.”

Practically, we may be a long way off this
utopian view and I’m sure there are questions
over how feasible this is in reality. However,
firms are going to have to think carefully about
how they are going to adapt to ensure that
they attract and retain the best millennial talent in 2020 and beyond.
Notes
[1] https://www2.deloitte.com/content/dam/
Deloitte/global/Documents/About-Deloitte/
gx-dttl-2014-millennial-survey-report.pdf
[2] https://www.pwc.co.uk/industries/business-services/law-firms/survey/people.html
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Series

The Value Series
A ClariLegal interview with Russ Dempsey,
Associate General Counsel at AIG
By Cash Butler, founder of ClariLegal and James Johnson, principal attorney of First Venture
Legal.

We had the distinct
pleasure of conducting
one of our first interviews for the ClariLegal
Value Series with Russ
Dempsey of AIG. Russ
leads the legal team in
AIG’s group retirement
division, with a focus on
financial services and
retirement products.
Russ is also highly involved with the Association for Corporate
Counsel – in particular, the ACC Value Challenge, and a member of ACC’s Board of Directors. Russ’s team at AIG handles a wide variety of legal issues for his division, including
contractual matters, dispute resolution, and
regulatory compliance with the SEC, FINRA,
IRS, Department of Labor, and analogous
state agencies.
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In terms of use of internal
or external legal services,
Russ noted that efficiency
and bandwidth are key factors in deciding between
handling legal matters with
in-house resources versus
outsourcing such work to
outside counsel or thirdparty support vendors. As
an example, Russ noted he
recently outsourced a review project; according to
Russ, “we did that because
of bandwidth…we could do it here [in-house],
but it was more efficient just to outsource the
work”. Russ stated he evaluates in-house-versus-outsource on a case-by-case basis; Russ
noted the decision was “feel-and-touch”, but
pointed out the legal department used past
and forward-looking metrics to inform discussions on decisions to outsource.

Turning to the primary question, we asked
Russ what value meant to him personally, professionally, and within the scope of his work.
Russ started off noting the question of value
often caused attorneys to stumble, as lawyers
often prefer to think in definitive terms while
value often doesn’t involve neat, definitive
concepts. One definition of value Russ had
heard defined the concept as ‘level of quality in
context of cost’ – Russ noted while cost can be
measured, quality was far more difficult to ascertain. How legal professionals measured,
managed, and thought of quality was key to
understanding the concept of value, according
to Russ, who stated his preference to have
both qualitative and quantitative measures of
legal services. Quantitatively, Russ noted he
measures factors such as responsiveness, turnaround time, and volume, and qualitatively
looked at complexity of the work, outcome,
and client satisfaction
We were also interested in getting Russ’ view
of how the value exchange was viewed and
communicate across parties. First, we asked
Russ about his view on how outside vendors
perceived value. Russ believes the onus was on
in-house counsel customers of legal service
vendors to communicate the customers’ preferred or sought value to the vendor to ensure
both vendor and customer were aligned on the
concept of value. In terms of communicating
value, Russ emphasized the importance of informing outside counsel about how the inhouse counsel intends to evaluate outside
counsel’s performance, and ideally these discussions should be conducted at the outset of
the engagement to ensure alignment of objectives.
Russ noted those kinds of conversations often
do not occur between outside counsel and cor-

porate clients, although he believed the increasing complexity of the supply chain was
opening the door to vendors focused on providing value and things were trending in the
right direction. Russ hit on the trend of valuebased fee arrangements, but noted “getting a
fee structure in place…isn’t the hardest part” –
instead, communication and managing the
process was the critical aspect of the customer-vendor relationship.
We also asked Russ about communication of
value internal to an organization. Russ noted
how he tracks a variety of metrics, with results
consistently communicated both to the company management as well as in the legal department so teams could evaluate their performance relative to themselves and to the entire department. Although Russ noted this level of communication fostered both competitiveness among the legal department as well as
defensiveness on occasion, it also engendered
constructive conversations to help team members better understand organizational goals
and standards – as Russ puts it, “reporting
creates transparency”.
Finally, we opened the floor to get Russ’ additional thoughts on value and the value exchange. Russ noted his work with the ACC’s
Value Challenge, which was started after 2008
when in-house counsel were obligated by their
CFOs and CEOs to do more legal work with
fewer financial resources. The ACC Value
Challenge runs an awards program (of which
Russ is a recipient) celebrating those delivering value in the legal industry. Russ believes
the Challenge facilitated and elevated the conversation around value in the legal industry,
even 10 years in, by giving lawyers the business skills not taught in law school.
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Disclaimer: The statements of the interviewees in the Value Article Series are opinions
and observations of a personal nature and do
not necessarily reflect the opinions and policies of their respective employers.

About:
Russ Dempsey is a leader in creating greater
value in legal services. Russ has several years
of experience driving results for clients by increasing efficiency within the legal and compliance departments; by designing and implementing process improvement/project
management initiatives; and, by structuring
value-based relationships with outside counsel. Russ is currently Assistant General Counsel for AIG, where he leads a legal team that
supports its Retirement business.

Marshall University. Contact info: (713)
342-7421 – Russ.dempsey@aig.com

James Johnson is principal attorney of First
Venture Legal, a Cambridge, Massachusettsbased law practice focused on corporate and
transactional law for very-early-stage startups.
James assists entrepreneurs and small business owners with corporate formation and

Russ is a frequent speaker on legal project
management and value-based billing practices.
He has been named a Value Champion by the
Association of Corporate Counsel (ACC) for
creativity in driving value, efficiency and
greater predictability in his role as in-house
general counsel. Russ has served on the faculty for ACC’s Legal Services Management
Workshop since 2014, and is currently a
member of ACC’s Board of Directors, where he
Chair of the Board’s Advocacy Committee.
Russ is also a member of ACC’s Value Challenge Steering Committee.
Russ holds both a JD and an LL.M. in taxation. He received his BA in Philosophy from
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structuring, contracts, commercial law, employment matters, and early-stage fundraising. His practice utilizes alternative fee structures to deliver value-based service to earlystage ventures.
In addition to practicing law, James works
with ClariLegal, focusing on building out its
innovative platform and spreading the word of
ClariLegal’s mission to reduce cost and complexity in legal vendor selection and management for law firms and corporations.

Cash Butler is the founder of ClariLegal, a preferred Litigation/Legal
vendor management platform that
matches corporations and law firms
with the right vendors who have the
right service offering at the right
price.
A seasoned legal technology innovator, Cash has over 18 years of experience in the legal vertical market,
primarily working in eDiscovery, litigation & compliance. Cash is an expert in legal vendor, pricing and
project management.
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MUST READ
Markus Hartung, Micha-Manuel Bues, Gernot Halbleib and
others
This new handbook comprehensively analyzes the current and
future states of digital transformation in the legal market and
its implications from a global perspective. It provides a multifaceted overview of the use of Legal Tech in law firms and legal
departments in different parts of the world (including Africa,
Australia, Brazil, Canada, China, Europe, Russia, and the United
States) and formulates clearcut strategic advice for a successful
digital transformation. With concrete examples, best practices
and first hand experience reports, more than 50 renowned international experts explain how and to what extent Legal Tech through automation and technology - will change the way legal
services are delivered. The reader learns what strategic decisions and steps are necessary to equip the legal industry for the
changes to come. Future developments (e.g. Smart Contracts,
Blockchain, Artificial Intelligence) are also explained and analysed in this unique book. (Click on the book cover to order)
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Your Personal Legal Brand:
Why You Need One and How to Begin Creating
By Jaimie B. Field, Esq., President, The-Rain-Maker (A division of Marketing Field, LLC)

The term “personal branding” has been a
trending catchphrase for quite a while. Google
the term and more than 275,000,000 results
appear.

survey which showed that the Internet is now
the most popular way to research an attorney.
Even if you are referred to a client by their
good friend, the first place they will go to find
out about you is the world wide web.

But, personal branding is not new; it has been
around for quite a while. In a 1997 Fast Company article, entitled “The Brand Called You”
it was Tom Peters, a branding and business
guru who first coined the term. Now, more
than twenty years later the importance of
building your own personal brand cannot be
understated.

The internet can make or break your practice
if you do not keep up with all of the changes.
While you don’t have to participate in social
media, or any other online activities, in certain countries, specifically the United States,
you are required by ethics rules to become
technologically savvy.

And, we now have an easy way to do it – the
internet.
In 2014, Findlaw.com, a legal information site
owned by Thompson Reuters, performed a

In addition, if you don’t participate, it also
says something about you. It has been shown
that people will not trust you unless there is a
good internet history to tell them who you are.
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The definition of Personal Legal Branding
For our purposes, personal legal branding is
defined as the process of creating a recognizable name for yourself and your practice. A
personal brand is a promise. It is the promise
that you have the abilities you convey; it is the
promise that you are acting in the best interest
of your clients and colleagues.
However, another great definition is one attributed to Jeff Bezos, the founder of Amazon.com, who has been quoted as saying:

need to find a way to distinguish yourself from
every other attorney.
Here are 10 reasons why you need to develop
and control your personal legal brand:
1. People do not hire law firms, they
hire lawyers
While having a law firm that has a great
reputation and recognition makes branding yourself from scratch easier, people are
hiring you and your expertise.

Prior to the internet, this was called your reputation. And, it was only localized to your
friends, family, colleagues, and clients. However, the ubiquitous nature of the internet has
made your reputation, or personal brand,
available for everyone to see.

2. You control your own future
It was always assumed that the legal industry was recession proof. Lawyers always
seemed to have job security. However, if
you think about how many law firms have
gone bankrupt, been dissolved or merged,
you will understand that no longer is your
legal job guaranteed. Creating your own
brand insulates you from any type of negative issues that may occur within the firm.

Even when you don’t choose to partake in internet activities, like blogging, social media,
videos, etc., your brand will reflect that as well.
In 2018, it truly says something about your
brand when you aren’t on the internet or there
is little for others to find out about you.

Additionally, while in the past, many attorneys landed at one firm after they graduated from law school and stayed there until
their retirement, climbing up the law firm
ladder from associate to partner, that track
no longer is ensured.

What we are discussing is a strategic process –
it is proactively taking control of how people
perceive you and managing those perceptions
to help you achieve your goals.

Whether you want to stay in the firm you
are currently in, whether you want to get a
new job, whether you want to start your
own firm, your personal legal brand will
take you where you want to go.

“Personal Brand is what people say about you
when you leave the room.”

Why You Need A Personal Legal Brand:
A personal brand for attorneys is no longer a
luxury. It is a necessity. You are one lawyer in
a sea of millions of attorneys worldwide. You

3. Helps confer “top of mind” status
When created correctly, a personal legal
brand can help you become the most
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3. well-known attorney in your practice area/
niche. You want to be the first person that
people think of when the issue you can assist them with arises.
4. Increases your authority
Along with that top of mind status, you are
also creating a reputation as someone who
is knowledgeable in your personal brand’s
area of practice. You become known as the
go-to-authority in your subject matter or
practice niche and people will listen to you.
5. Attracts others to you
When you create a personal brand that is
authentic, you can easily attract others to
you. They will read your content, attend
your presentations, listen to what you have
to say. You create a level of trust that the
information and advice you are providing
is worth listening to and following.
6. Effortlessly build trust
You probably have heard the old adage
“people do business with people they
know, like and trust.” A great personal
brand allows people to see the real you.
Your brand, when developed correctly, allows people to see why you do what you do.
Potential clients and referral sources are
attracted to strong brands that convey an
emotional connection. This engenders
trust in your abilities to help them with
their legal issues. They will become loyal
to you and trust that you will help them,
and help the people they refer to you.
7. Earn respect and recognition
Attorneys with their own personal legal
brands earn the respect and recognition of
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their peers, and of the public. You gain influence and people will listen to what you
have to say. Your brand, as long as the
promises your brand conveys are kept, will
help you earn professional recognition.
8. Easily attract more opportunities
A well-crafted and carefully conveyed personal legal brand allows the right opportunities to find you. These opportunities can
be more than just new clients; they can be
other marketing opportunities like being
offered speaking engagements or the ability to publish articles.
9. Increase earning potential
The more potential clients and referral
sources trust your brand, the more clients
and referrals you will receive. Your earning potential can grow exponentially because as you become known as the go-toauthority in your niche the more you can
charge.
10.You don’t have a choice
If you don’t define and develop your own
personal legal brand, others will do it for
you. And, you may not like what they have
to say about your brand.
If the reasons above have convinced you that
creating a personal legal brand is important to
your career, there are a few preliminary actions you should do to begin building and
managing your brand. Think of creating your
brand as a series of five steps
The Five Steps to Creating Your Personal Legal Brand
• The first step is determining who you are,

what your personality is, what do you want to
portray to the outside world. It needs to be
authentic. No matter how good of an actor
you may be, you will eventually reveal your
real self and if it isn’t the same as what you
have been portraying, you will be found out
and your brand will be damaged.
• The second step is determining what you do.
You must be clear as to what type of lawyer
you are, how you serve your clients and what
makes you different from the millions of
other attorneys out there. This is more than
just saying that you concentrate in a certain
practice area, although that is important. It
is determining what you are going to do (and
of course, not do) to satisfy a client or referral source.
• The third step is determining your ideal
clients and audience to develop your brand.
You cannot be all things to all people. Begin
by creating a list of criteria that define your
ideal client. This is also called niche marketing or target marketing. When you create a
list of ideal clients it becomes much easier to
create your personal legal brand because:
• You can determine the language (each
industry or niche has their own language)
they use so that you can speak to them
directly,
• You have the ability to find out where
they congregate both on and off-line.
• The fourth step is using online platforms and
other marketing tools. There are hundreds
of business development tactics and thousands of websites you can use to create and
maintain your personal legal brand. (This

will be the subject of another article in the
future.)
• The fifth and final step is managing your
brand. This means consistently and constantly keeping it in front of those ideal
clients. Your brand must continuously be
placed in front of your ideal clients and target audiences. Out of sight is out of mind.
Speaking, writing, social media, newsletters,
are just some of the ways you can use to be
visible.
The good and bad news when creating
your personal legal brand
The good news is that you can build or change
your personal brand any time you want. As
long as your personal legal brand is authentic
to your personality, you have the ability to add
new ideal clients or niche markets at any time.
However, there is bad news and it is something you truly need to know: your brand can
change instantly if you are not in control. And
you need to be in constant control. All it takes
is one bad review by someone who is unhappy
with you, your services or the outcomes, or
one bad online tweet or post and if you have
not taken control of your brand, it can be destroyed instantaneously.

About the Author:
Jaimie B. Field has been involved in the legal
industry since the age of twelve. She worked
at her grandfather’s law firm in NYC and her
father’s firm in New Jersey during breaks from
school. It was because of that experience that
she wanted to attend law school and become
an attorney.
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She enjoyed her years at Temple University
School of Law in Philadelphia and was lucky to
obtain a job upon graduation as an in-house
associate for a start-up entertainment company owned by the Jackson Family. As it was a
brand new company, there were very few people on staff, so she began being called upon to
perform tasks other than those related to law,
including business development, marketing
and public relations. It was there she discovered a passion and natural talent for that aspect of her job.
Thus began a 25 year odyssey to learn and apply all aspects of marketing to help companies
grow.
Even though Jaimie was fully entrenched in
the marketing arena, she had never gotten far
away from the law. Companies she worked
with would enlist her help with projects which
utilized the skills and knowledge she learned
in law school.
Seeing a business opportunity, Jaimie opened
Marketing Field, LLC in 2002. It would become a marketing and business development
consultancy devoted solely to law firms to help
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them grow by finding ethical solutions to getting new clients and marketing their firms.
In 2008, Marketing Field’s focus shifted. In
addition to marketing, Jaimie had been training and coaching her clients to become Rainmakers, growing their books of business.
Now, as THE-RAIN-MAKER she spends all of
her time teaching attorneys to become rainmakers. She truly believes that anyone who
has the ambition and drive can use their individual personalities to create the law practice
they want with the right teacher. As her
tagline says:

Rainmakers are not Born,
They are Taught.
Her seminars are always entertaining and informative and she has found a way to motivate
attorneys when they can’t seem to motivate
themselves. She works one-on-one with
lawyers, provides live and telephonic group
training, works within law firm settings to
provide bespoke training to the attorneys
which meshes with the culture of the firm and
provides workshops and on-site Rainmaking
Seminars with Ethics CLES.

Tech

Taking a leadership role
on data security, risk and governance
By Shauna Maguire, Business Development Manager at Lawcadia & Siska Lund General Counsel
at Lawcadia
As the legal industry’s reliance on technology
grows, so does its vulnerability to security attacks. Accordingly, the pressure on legal departments to institute and maintain reliable security processes is also rising.
According to the Association of Corporate Counsel Foundation’s 2018 ‘The State of Cyber Security Report: An In-House Perspective’, two
thirds of respondents said they expected the legal department’s role in cybersecurity to increase in the next 12 months. This is a marked
increase on the 2015 survey where only 55% expressed the same sentiment.
It’s a viewpoint backed by Lawcadia Corporate
Counsel, Siska Lund.

Shauna Maguire

“Management is increasingly looking to us to
assist with data protection and security risk
management” she says. “We’re facing a growing
responsibility to minimise damage to corporate
reputation, loss of key data and the risk of legal
and regulatory penalties.”
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“However,” she adds, “many in-house counsel
may not feel prepared for this”.
Having been uncertain about how to chart the
proper compliance course when transitioning
from an electricity distribution and energy
management company to a cloud computing
technology company five years ago, she understands that even seasoned in-house counsel
may be experiencing similar uncertainty.
To effectively manage the rapidly changing
world of cyber security, she suggests beginning
with an acknowledgement that in-house counsel can’t effectively manage this kind of risk on
their own.

and lead this initiative”.
“This will usually entail driving the organisation to answer questions like: What type of
data and information do we manage and
store? What data, if lost or stolen, would have
a major impact? What best practices do we already have in place, and what systems are likely to be primary targets of risk? It’s only from
undertaking this kind of enquiry that we can
begin to gather the evidence and information
we need to put together an effective corporate
data protection program”.
This is but one example of the evolving role of
the modern in-house counsel, she says.

“It’s up to us”, she says, “to make it our business to understand how our organisations operate and identify who we can talk to within
the organisation to help us better understand
the data protection and security risk landscape”.

“As well as being the legal counsel for the organisation, we are increasingly seen as being
enablers of business outcomes. As such, we’re
expected to work with senior management and
business units to contribute to strategic business decisions that impact the bottom line”.

“In this respect” she adds, “stakeholder engagement skills are increasingly necessary”.

“Even though addressing the legal needs of the
organisation is one of the key ways we add
value”, she says, “we also oversee projects, including legal technology implementations and
delivery of compliance programs and presentations where project management and communication skills are highly advantageous”.

Having successfully navigated the technology/
risk tightrope, she has identified four key steps
in-house and General Counsel can take to protect their organisation from unnecessary risk.
Proactively identify and manage risk
The first step, Lund says, is to champion the
effort to map out the organisation’s data risk
landscape. This is particularly important when
the organisation may not have a designated
chief privacy or data security officer.
“In these situations”, she says, “it will be incumbent on the in-house counsel to step up
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This necessitates taking on a growing list of
additional non-legal responsibilities like governance, privacy, risk and insurance.
Her advice for those new to the game is to include a strong framework of policies with
built-in enforcement measures. “Training, and
to an extent change management, are critical
to program success and the driving of

organisational awareness of what needs to be
done” she says.
To that end, she suggests that in-house counsel could also lead the development of a cyber
incident response playbook.
“This could set out in detail what should be
done when a breach or other incident of high
potential impact occurs. This helps everyone
work in a coordinated and collaborative way
when responding to the incident”.
Get to grips with emerging technology
Our increasing dependence on computers, the
outsourcing of information technology functions and the growing value of data have all
increased businesses’ vulnerability to data
breaches and cyber security issues.
To counter-balance this, Lund advises that inhouse counsel take an interest in how technology is being developed by and/or otherwise
deployed in their organisations.
“Not only that, we also need to focus on how
technology can be better utilised within the
legal team to ensure we keep up with best
practice and streamline our workflows for cyber security and privacy matters”, she says.
Thankfully, there are some great tools, apps
and platforms out there that in-house legal
teams can use to increase their risk management efficiency.
One of the key areas where Lund has seen
technology assist in-house legal teams is the
ability to collect relevant data and consolidate
it in a secure online repository.
“This functionality”, she says, “ensures inhouse teams have access to accurate data

quickly. They can also automate workflow processes which, in turn, can increase collaboration with other stakeholders, help quickly
identify and control risk and proactively track
and report on risk”.
Nurture ongoing stakeholder relationships
By fostering a collaborative approach to the
introduction of new technology, the chances of
successful uptake are significantly increased.
According to Lund, when internal and external
stakeholders are included in the design of security, risk and governance policies and procedures, they’re more likely to be practical, reliable and robust.
“Responding to cyber security effectively requires a multi-disciplinary approach”, she
says.
“It’s important to consult and/or work closely
with data security and IT professionals within
your organisation when developing a data protection program. It may also be useful to establish contacts with relevant IT forensic investigation specialists and crisis and reputation management services, should the need
arise”.
Stay ahead of the curve
By nurturing a personal interest in cybersecurity and emerging technology, GCs and inhouse counsel can seize the initiative and lead
transformation and knowledge growth from
within.
This is a tactic that has served Lund well.
As she says, “There’s never a dull moment
being an in-house counsel and no two roles are
the same. Each business is different, so each
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in-house counsel role is also different. It goes
without saying that it definitely pays to stay on
top of the latest legal developments that can
impact your organisation”.

teams. She’s also currently an Assistant Professor at Bond University.

To assist with this, she says, “I’ve done a lot of
self-study, as well as attending seminars and
additional external training to keep up to date.
However, even then, I sometimes feel like I
can never know enough”.
Charting a secure path to the future
As technology increasingly impacts how businesses operate, cyber security will continue to
be a key responsibility for corporate legal
teams. However, by identifying and assessing
the possible risks, exploring new technology
and nurturing relationships with data security
and IT professionals, your team can be ready
to meet the challenge head on. With careful
planning and commitment to ongoing oversight, the data security risk can be effectively
mitigated.

About the Author
Shauna Maguire is the Marketing Manager at
Australian legal technology company Lawcadia. A former lawyer, she worked in criminal
and policy law at the State, Federal and international level before transitioning into
marketing and communications.
About the Contributor
Siska Lund is the General Counsel for Australian legal technology company Lawcadia
and has over 10 years commercial legal experience in private practice and in-house legal
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Announcement

LExOpenSource.com
Driving an Informed Response to the Changing
Legal Market Using Collaboration and Expertise
The pressure to demonstrate value and run the
legal function like the business is creating an environment, where legal functions and wider the
legal eco-system are collaborating to find solutions. It is this desire that has driven me to create Lex Open Source, a collaboration platform.
LexOpenSource.com is a forum created by GC’s
for GCs and the legal ecosystem that covers the
business of law, where tools and know-how are
shared, co-created and improved through the
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power of open source. In other words, its Mumsnet for lawyers.
Our design thinking aspirations aim to drive collaboration and to co-create solutions with our
community on complex problems like the ones
listed below:
• How does the legal function demonstrate value?
• What key performance indicators should the
legal function have?

Announcement

• How do you align legal strategy with organisational purpose?
• When is it appropriate to have a panel in
place?
• Where do I get flexible temporary flexible
resources?
• How do we manage unrelenting demand
with finite capacity?
• How do I optimise my people and processes
so that I can improve costs, quality and delivery?
What’s different about LexOpenSource.com?
LexOpenSource.com is free and we aim for it
to be fun, interactive, inclusive and creative
with the solutions owned by the participants.
These solutions needed today by our members
and are provided by other members or are created following facilitation by us through design thinking scrums.Thanks to hours of research, an extensive network, trial and error
and a few rabbit holes, we have some answers

and have learnt many lessons. My desire to
share this learning is the driving force behind
this website. (mo@LexOpenSource.com)
Therefore, as a community we should come
together and share what we have learnt; be it
tools, techniques or products.
This research and peer input has provided an
excellent understanding of the issues and pain
points experienced within a Legal Function
and a realisation that a forum like LexOpenSource.com is desperately needed.
What’s available on our site?
You will find:
• Insights into the Legal market
• Useful tools and how to guides
• Our collaborative Forum for like-minded
members
• Links to useful reading and articles that
will help you to develop your learning and
knowledge
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Announcement

We have tacked some tricky subjects like:
• aligning legal strategy with organisations
purpose
• what should form part of the GC’s visual
cockpit
The outputs are available to download for free
together with other exciting tools.

What are you waiting for?
We really believe that no problem is truly new
and that someone, somewhere in the industry
will have faced and solved it before – why not
make this challenging industry easier through
collaboration? Come and join us at LexOpenSource.com.

☞
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Go to LexOpenSource.com
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